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Inflatable Paths & Pontoons

Above: MFC paths and API stretcher used for mud
rescue. Our second GUIDE in this issue is Inflatable
Paths/Pontoons and is the first of two with inflatable
open-backed rafts in issue 82 p60
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ARTICLES not shown as authored are by Ade Scott
and the Technical Rescue editorial team
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ON THE COVER

LUKAS

CONNECT

RESCUE TOOLS go ONLINE

D

igitization is everywhere - and has changed the way we
work and live. Video conferencing has long been common
in many professions, the thermostat in the living room
can be controlled via cell phone, vacations are increasingly
booked on the Internet, and the refrigerator orders milk on
its own. Technological change is in full swing. In this context,
the collection and analysis of collected data is an area that is
playing an increasingly important role. LUKAS is proud to have
been the first manufacturer to enter this field with batterypowered rescue equipment and to add a chapter to
the evolution of hydraulic rescue equipment.

WLAN capability of our new e³ Connect devices. All devices of our
new e³ Connect series are WLAN-enabled and can be connected
to almost any router. Ideally, there is a router on the vehicle on
which the devices are loaded, to which the devices connect
automatically after use and transfer the data.

e³ Connect represents a new era in of rescue equipment. The
LUKAS e³ series was already a ground-breaking advancement
when it was released in 2021, taking the interaction between
the tool and the user to a new level. Our devices were the first
in the world to be able to read performance diagnostic data
directly from the device, allowing the user to be informed
of the device's status at any time. The new e³ Connect series
now goes one step further, capable of not only displaying
performance diagnostic data directly on the device, but also
collecting it, and then sending it to our proprietary webbased database - Captium. Captium uses a secure cloud
environment to create a platform for connected vehicles that
provides complete security and access to analytics, diagnostics,
notifications and more. Captium is the industry's first connected
IoT (Internet of Things)-enabled platform designed exclusively
for firefighters and emergency responders working in the
emergency response field.

In the future, Captium provides users with a holistic
visual overview of the whereabouts and status of
their devices. The so-called Locator, a map similar
to Google Maps, marks on the map the location
where the devices last transmitted data and
also provides information about the operational
readiness of the respective device and enables
rescuers to react quickly to any malfunctions or
failures and thus to make device management much
more effective and efficient. For example, devices are
shown whether they are ready for use, whether there
is a safety warning for the device, whether a regular
service for the device is imminent or whether the
device has already been taken out of service.
Especially for large fire departments that have a
centralized, very large organizational and service
structure, a system-controlled overview of
all registered devices offers great added
value. Large organizations such as city
fire departments or even large
organizations in rural structures
can plan the supply of equipment
much better than before.
The organizations have an
overview at all times of
how many devices
are in use.

Developed after years of research and conversations with fire
chiefs, technicians, firefighters, dealers and OEMs serving this
market, the system helps monitor, control and optimize the use
and uptime of various equipment such as fire trucks, rescue
equipment and related components on one platform.

TRANSMISSION OF DATA

The transfer of data from the devices to the Captium database
is completely automatic via WLAN. This is made possible by the
2

The new generation of devices, in combination with
our database, offers a variety of advantages for our
customers that no manufacturer on the world market
has been able to offer so far.

OPTIMIZED DEVICE MANAGEMENT
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ON THE COVER
Accordingly, they can adjust or completely change the equipment
allocation. In addition, when evaluating (deployment times,
severity cuts) the individual devices, they can see which stations
have a higher need for equipment. This is another way to
dynamically adjust equipment assignment to the circumstances.
Deployment and equipment schedules, which in many cases
are still maintained with whiteboards or Excel lists, are a thing
of the past. The fleet management is always up to date by
updating the device states in Captium in real time and can thus
be optimally adapted to the circumstances. Our e³ Connect
devices reach a new dimension of device management.

www.rescuemagazines.com
detected as soon as it occurs and data is transmitted. The
user can examine the damage much faster and react to it.
Another advantage is the connection of the service partner to
Captium. Alarms that the devices send to the database can be
forwarded directly to the responsible LUKAS service partner
if the customer wishes. Based on the alarm and their many
years of experience, the service partner can often make a
diagnosis of the error pattern from a distance. The subsequent
registration of a service appointment to inspect the tool is also
carried out via Captium.

BUILT TO LAST
P R O T E C T I V E C A S E S W I T H A L IF E T IME GUA R A N T EE

Highly efficient fault detection and correction means the
customer is always equipped with a fully functional tool.
Problems such as leaks, lack of pressure and thus lack of cutting
EARLY FAULT DETECTION
power, which are difficult to detect from the outside,
Our e³ Connect devices offer the unique possibility to
LUKAS
especially with battery-powered equipment, are
send alerts to users in case of malfunctions in
rechargeable batteries
detected early and can thus be rectified.
the field during the next data transmission
are specially developed for use in
With proactive troubleshooting, we
of the devices. These alerts are
hydraulic rescue tools and are designed to
reduce tool downtime. Faults are
sent to Captium website on the
provide peak power whenever
one hand, and on the other
not only noticed at the point of
they need to deliver the required
hand the responsible service
use, but directly after the last
performance. LUKAS rescue tools
representative receives an
use. Rescuers can be sure
are supplied with a constant energy
email directly to be informed
current by our accumulators, which not
that they will always be
only ensures the constant performance
about the fault. The alerts
responding to incidents with
that are sent to Captium cover of the tool, but also prolongs the life
fully functioning tools.
of the battery. A reliable partner when
a huge range of potential
every second counts. Choose for yourself
failures. For example, our
INTEGRATED SERVICE
which performance is needed or which
devices detect and document
requirements the rescue tool has to
WORKFLOW
severe shocks if a device has
meet, because in addition to our proven
Rescue and maintenance crews
fallen to the ground from a
5 Ah rescue batteries we now also
have to take care of a large number
great height. In such a case, a
have the 9 Ah battery in our portfolio and the 9 Ah
of tools, accessories and spares and,
potential malfunction of the device,
rescue battery saltwater, with the world's most
until
now, they had to use manual
powerful performance in the industry.
an internal damage often cannot be
lists or an RFID system to keep track of
detected from the outside. However, an
things. With Captium we have been able to
internal leakage, air in the hydraulic system or
streamline the user-service provider relationship so
loose wiring can have dramatic consequences for the
that both the customer and the service provider are informed
functionality of the device. In the worst case, the device can no
in time about an upcoming service requirement. Also the
longer build up the required hydraulic pressure and thus can
inspection itself can then be performed and saved in Captium
no longer perform the work. Early warning of possible damage
with the help of a checklist to comply with the documentation
allows the responsible equipment maintenance person to
proactively investigate and eliminate the potential malfunction. requirements. A great support, which can only be guaranteed
with our e³ Connect devices.
In addition to the drop warning just described, there are a variety
of other warnings that Captium provides to our customers.
The devices report, among other things, the roll warning for
cutters and combis known from the e³ series, which alerts
the responsible service man to pay special attention to the
integrity of the knives when checking the devices. Furthermore,
a water use is reported with the indication of special care of
the equipment or also a too low residual capacity of the rescue
battery after the use and offer the responsible persons the
possibility to be corrected directly after the use.
Also a possible overheating of the electronics, the use of the
device in salt water without a special salt water battery or
insufficient pressure build-up are warnings that our devices can
provide to the customers. The big advantage is that damage is
4

Our customers enter a new dimension of device management
with e³ Connect. We give them the certainty of being able
to work with 100% flawless devices at all times. Unforeseen
failures due to previous operations are now a thing of the
past. We provide our customers with a complete overview
of all their equipment, its condition and where it is located.
Equipment management becomes much clearer and
simplified. We offer our customers a device service
embedded in our database, which informs them about
upcoming intervals, enables them to make appointments
with the service partner and takes over the documentation
of the performed maintenance.
For more information go to www.lukas-rescue.de
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EDLIGRAPPA
MDC300 T30 S Petrol/Gas
COMBI-TOOL
OPERATING SPEC
Blade opening
Cutting capacity
Cutting force
Min spread force
Max spread force
Pulling force
Squeezing force

300mm / 11.8"
ø 24mm / 0.95"
375 kN / 42.2 US short ton
46 kN / 5.2 US short ton
134 kN / 15 US short ton
45 kN / 5 US short ton
64 kN / 7.2 US short ton

Working pressure
Power supply		
Motor			
Head rotation		
Cylinder			
Weight			
Dims LxWxH		
			

55 Mpa (550 bar)
Petrol engine
25cm³ /.025L – 4 stroke
180°
Double acting
15.4kg / 34lb
731-801 x 245 x 253mm
28.8-31.5 x 9.7 x 10"

WEB: 			edilgrappa.com

PRODUCTS USAR/EXTRICATION

OLD SCHOOL

[ED: In an era of
petrol replacement
(and we bang on more
than most for switching
to battery) we thought it
was quite retro-reactive to
mention a product that was
new to us until a few months
ago and will appeal to many
who already yearn the
good old days of gas
fumes, intense engine
noise and heat and
early morning pullcord starts accompanied by plenty of cursing. Our
new favourite tool manufacturer (largely because
we feel we've neglected them all these years)
Edilgrappa in Italy has obviously fully embraced

battery with their 20/60v battery tool series
(see our GUIDE in this issue) but they also have
a whole heap of quirky products, not least this,
self-contained beauty. Probably best not to have
this operating right by the casualty's head in the
confines of a vehicle cab but there are plenty of
wide-open USAR jobs that this would excel at.]

Delivering training packages and complete
equipment systems for rescue operations.

PPE Users Awareness
PPE Inspectors

Rescue Grab for Rope,
Webbing and Wire Cable

PPE Re-validation
Rope Rescue Operator (RRO)
Rope Rescue Specialist (RRS)
Rope Rescue Technician (RRT)

The perfect alternative to telescopic
reach poles in short-lift
long-lower rescue systems

Safe Working at Height for HART (SWAHHART)
helixoperations.com/rescue

training@helixoperations.com

Manufactured by
at height uk
www.atheightuk.com

+44 (0) 1286 873569

@helixrescue
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@helixrescueandtraining
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PRODUCTS – WATER RESCUE
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WRS Chaos
Throwbag
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PRODUCTS – WATER RESCUE

WRS Rescue Boot
[ED: We haven't had much new in water rescue PPE & kit lately so it was typical that
WRS came up with about four new items in the last issue. We managed to fit in their
PFD last time and this time round it's their throw bag and very slick looking boots,
but they're not finished there because we've got one more new
product to fit in, an open-backed raft but since that's the
subject of our GUIDE in issue 82 we'll probably put that in
WSAR#11 rather than duplicate our efforts.]

The variety of environments that rescue teams finds
themselves in offers many challenges, being stable and safe
on your feet is essential, selecting the correct footwear allows
the user more security and safety when working in and near the
water. The WRS Water Rescue Boot is designed to give the user
both confidence and protection in this difficult environment.
The sole uses a blend of rubbers to increase grip on smooth
wet surfaces such as rocks, yet also offering an aggressive tread
pattern making it suitable for wet grass and mud.
The toe and heel area are smooth for increased surface area to
aid traction on smooth rocks. The upper construction of synthetic
leather and flexible Neoprene bound with non-corrosive thread
makes the boots light and quick drying. Specifically designed to be
used with a dry suit or Neoprene socks, additional space has been
given in the boot to accommodate the thicker layers of socks for

New Chaos Throw line and Quick release belt has been specifically
designed for Water Rescue Technicians and First Responders. The
Chaos bag is available completely empty of rope so you can fit your
own rope or choose one of our European weaved reflective floating
ropes from Courant. The oval shaped bag is easy to pack and throw,
stows with ease into the belt pocket, even when wearing gloves.
Keeping a clean profile throw bag due to an integral light stick pocket
for night operations helps to rescue snagging. A wide webbing rim on
the bag offers easy rope packing, fastened with a simple secure pop
stud for years of reliable service.
For teams that have tired old bags but life left in their ropes, buying
the belt and bag and fitting your current rope to the Chaos bag is
a cost effective way of refreshing your stock of throwlines for
half the cost! The bag also features a section to print your own
length choice for quick referencing.

8
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search & recovery ROVs
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thermal protection. Using the highly respected Boa Lace System,
the boot can be fitted quickly when time is of the essence. The
combination of the Boa lace system and the Neoprene upper
results in a tight-fitting seal above the ankle reducing the ingress
of sand and gravel into the boot. Featuring a fiberglass safety toe
cap and anti-perforation insole the boots meet the safety rating
of EN ISO20345: 2011 S1P SRC. This feature offers protection to
workers stepping into flood debris where the presence of nails in
broken wood is likely. The toe cap offers protection when working
near vehicles in the water.

www.wrsinternational.com

deeptrekker.com
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TAZLOV3's
BIG BROTHER
[ED: Never shy of finding new uses for the TazLove, Pascal and Bénédicte at Taz SAS
in France have combined two Taz3's to make a rescue lowering device that can use
both sides or ends of the rope for quicker reset and quicker evacuation of multiple
casualties/strandees – high rise fires or amusement park rides maybe.]
SOVAR is a back and forth descender designed to meet the needs and
requirements of all rescue and evacuation situations. It allows a very
quick operation for evacuating several people from the same place at
height, avoiding maneuvers between each person. It is quite light
(900 grams) and still functions under tough weather conditions. It is
easy to clean and the yearly PPE control can be done on your own
(following PPE regulations).
It is composed of
• A double descender.
• 30, 60 or 100 meters of rope as regular, can be ordered
more precise if needed.
• 2 steel quick links for the anchor connector. TAZ can provide
this anchor connector, a swivel/carabiner, in option.
• The complete device (Double descender, rope, quick links)
is certified EN 341 type 2 class C.
• Color: Carbon
• Weight: 900 g/2lb (without the rope).
• Packaging: Kit/bag containing the complete device
mounted on the rope and a user manual. Swivel
carabiner in option.
• 3 years warranty.
• WEB: https://taz3d.fr

OMEGA PACIFIC is BACK!
[ED: Excellent news, my favourite steel carabiner is an OP design and it was sad to see an industry icon fall
by the wayside].
Rock N Rescue’s parent company, The Weinel Group has acquired the Omega Pacific brand and its
associated trademarks. Omega Pacific was one of the original brands of rescue and climbing hardware.
The Weinel group shall be responsible for all manufacturing of products to be marketed under the Omega
Pacific name.
The acquisition of the Omega Pacific brand will further establish The Weinel Group as a category leader, as
Omega Pacific was one of the largest U.S. manufacturers of aluminum and steel carabiners for six markets:
automotive, promotional, climbing, industrial/fire/rescue, mountaineering, and military/tactical. The
Weinel Group intends to deliver the same high quality, certified hardware like Omega Pacific was known
for. Although the brand will be owned and operated by The Weinel Group, the Omega Pacific brand will
remain intact, so customers can expect to receive the same quality engineering and access to many of
their most beloved products, including aluminum and steel carabiners for the climbing, fire, industrial,
and rescue markets by early 2023.
www.rocknrescue.com
10
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RD2 from
CHINA

Meanwhile, not quite as new but an
interesting development is the Chinese
RD2 by ASAT (Skyer Tech Co Ltd) being
marketed by At Height in the UK. This is
the first time we've looked at an overtly
Chinese product, actually marketed as
a Chinese product. Nonsense of course
because much of the gear used worldwide
under many well known names is Chinese
made so it is refreshing to see a hardware
brand finally enter the market under its
own identity. We're reviewing the RD2 in
the next issue so can't say
too much at this stage in
case something untoward
crops up in the interim
but as of now, it certainly
seems as well made as
any and slicker than many
in operation. Before we
started playing with it we
thought it was an ID/Giant/
D4/D5 kinda descender,
especially in terms of bulk but
with its integrated one-way
pulley it's actually aiming to
give proven market leaders like
the Maestro and Clutch a run for
their money. Lighter but not quite the
same payload capabilities.
•
•

MORE IS POSSIBLE
cmcpro.com
12

Weight: 790g/1.74 lb
WLL: 140kg /309lb or 200kg/440lb
under rescue conditions
• Suitable for 11mm EN1891 rope
• Compliance: EN12841:C
• Available in red and black
The RD2 is a self-braking descender
designed for experienced users in rescue
and rope access. Tested to EN12841:C
it has a WLL of 140kg and for rescue
purposes a WLL of 200kg. It incorporates
a high-efficiency (one-way) pulley wheel
with an 88% efficiency on a 1:1 haul. The
integrated becket allows the user to set
up mechanical advantage systems directly
off the device. Tested to EN12841:C it has
a WLL of 140kg and for rescue purposes a
WLL of 200kg.
http://asatsafe.com
https://atheightuk.com
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

2022/23 COURSES
NB: Please check in with us on the local Covid'19 situation prior to attending.
See website for Equipment Lists and flyer

www.ropesthatrescue.com

[ED: There's a lot of new stuff coming that we're not
allowed to talk about in detail despite some online
teasers, Rock Exotica, as always, have a couple of
new bits of shiny, SMC has yet more in the pipeline
following their Apex swivel pulley and Harken has
two, the Wingman – a smaller, neater version of the
old Rollglis RPD or ISC's RALF for work positioning –
it's a mini pulley system with a descent lever on the
bottom set of pulleys, depress the lever to descend,
let go and it locks out and ascend easily with 4:1 ease
by pulling down. Excellent for short-range positioning.
The second is a double cam modification of their
Ninja ascender which attaches to the waist belt (main
hard point). Both of these products could change in
their final production versions.]

MARKET GUIDE
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'hydraulic'

Part 1- Combi-Tools
Part 2 Cutters
Part 3 Spreaders
Part 4 Rams

BATTERY

COMBI-TOOLS
T

his issue marks the start of a 4-issue series on
battery powered rescue tools. We continue to
use the generic term 'hydraulic' for these types
of vehicle extrication tools because the vast majority
use electricity to power a hydraulic pump but some
do not. However, since that direct electric drive
function hasn't really caught on beyond the P-16/P4
models we're safe to continue using the term.
There will be four other GUIDES in the coming issues:
TR#82
TR#83
TR#84
TR#85

DEDICATED CUTTERS
DEDICATED SPREADERS
RAMS
SPECIAL TOOLS

We will discuss some of the history on the next pages,
for now, we can accept that battery power has come
of age and been accepted by most to be the way of
the present and future as we see hose-fed hydraulics
but more specifically, liquid-fuel generators, take a
back seat for a while. Initially, battery power was
met with the same scepticism that is currently being
given to our ambulance service colleagues in the
UK's Lake District who are experimenting with a jet
pack for rapid response – that's jet-packs as in flying
humans and it really works but I bet it doesn't take
20 years for this to become the norm. With battery
technology having only now reached the stage that
quite small units can offer significant amp-hours/
watt-hours, most designs use an on-board detachable
battery. Something we haven’t seen quite so much is
integrated on-board rechargeable because it's quicker
in the field to simply swap out batteries mid-job and
carry on (though some, like Holmatro, offer on-tool
charging while the tool is not being used). Some also
offer backpack batteries which takes weight off the
tool-in-hand and is usually a higher capacity than
smaller on-board batteries. We've seen chainsaws
and other such cutting equipment go further down
this high-capacity backpack road to provide increased
duration when you're in a tricky environment (like
up a tree or part way down a cliff) so it certainly
has merit for rescue. Only the original stalwart
Powerhawk with its 12v, Libervit with its hard and
soft-pack options housing a 48v battery system and
14
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ResQtec with their similarly designed
hardpack have made the leap and in
the case of the latter, did so in addition
to a unique on-board battery option.
The trade tools that dominate the
battery market also pioneered other
features of use in rescue tools, not least
LED lighting of the immediate work
area. Screwdrivers and drills had been
doing it for a while so it was an obvious
next step when Holmatro introduced it
first into their hose-fed hydraulic range
and now have six sets of LEDs in their
forward handle. The Genesis/Weber
model opposite shows four sets of LEDs
at the front of the rear handle while
others like ResQtec and Lukas entry
tools, opted to follow the firearms
market and place a rail-style detachable
LED on the rear handle.
This introduction covers the
fundamentals of battery power for all
of the next four rescue tool GUIDES
so we ought to discuss exactly what
sets a combi tool apart from dedicated
cutters and spreaders. A combi is
a combination cutter and spreader
on the same set of blades – almost
always this is a straight cutting blade
with serrated edges operating in a
scissor action with flattened ends that
perform the spreading or squeezing
function. Some major on the spreading
with cutting as a secondary function
– you'll know from the blade design.
Some will have the means to add
specialist or larger tips to the end via
push-pins. Most dedicated cutters have
a parrot-beak design that grasps the
material being cut whereas straight
blades like combis can squeeze harder
materials along the blade before
they're severed causing you to re-site
for a second bite. There is no question
that a combi-tool rarely, if ever,
performs either cutting or spreading
as well as the best dedicated tools but
for that entire first 2/3s of performance
bandwidth, combi-tools can hold
their own and are most often the tool
of choice simply because you only
need the one. They fit easily into the
smallest of response vehicles or even
response jet-packs....... You'll see.
ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

BATTERY COMBI TOOLS

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY
Holmatro's use of the ubiquitous DeWalt 24v battery for their entry into
the market in the early 2000's made clear the possibility of making battery
tools for rescue far more affordable because they could use batteries
from other tools on the truck, in this case from a reciprocating saw,
drill, mini-breaker etc. It may not have been quite so obvious back then
but the cost of a battery has sky-rocketed as they have improved and as
lithium has become a scarce resource. In the higher amp hour sizes you
are easily talking hundreds of £/$/€ for even a 'tradesman' battery like the
DeWalt and Milwaukee
Milwaukee.. Incidentally, both of these brands along with
others, produce dual voltage batteries like the 20/60v, or in Europe
18/54v platforms enabling them to power both 18v and 54v tools albeit
that the 54v would be operating at lower amp hours. Such batteries,
along with other market leaders like Makita drove design with on board
LED charge status now a standard on all batteries and more efficient cooling
although this is necessarily NOT the case with waterproof batteries. Remember
that batteries DO NOT have an infinite life,
life, they will all live for somewhere
between 100 discharges/recharges to over 500 and much more for the highest
quality. It is worth seeking this information when choosing a tool range.
The two largest players in the rescue tool market, IDEX ((Lukas
Lukas,, Hurst and Vetter
Vetter))
and Holmatro continued to work on their own batteries, presumably so that
they could be engineered to the tool rather than the other way around, but
also because waterproofing had been identified as an issue for rescue tools and
undoubtedly also because the batteries are high cost consumables that make
the tools more profitable. The blue battery on the right is a salt-water resistant
version of the two that Lukas Hydraulik have on their latest fully submersible
tools and are the next stage on from the more ergonomic looking but slightly
older white battery beneath. Trust Holmatro to break the mould again and come
up with a half-bracelet design for their latest battery that is also submersible
and sits neatly around the barrel of the tool.
A brand that often goes under the radar
outside of its native France is Libervit with
a waterproof backpack housing one (or
two) 48v batteries giving 45 (90) minutes of
use. Libervit may even have been the first
underwater battery powered rescue tool,
they were the first that we saw, however, they
don't have a battery combi so
you'll have to wait for the next
part for spec on their tools.
The backpack concept
pioneered by Powerhawk
and continued by
Libervit is now in
evidence in many battery
tools requiring prolonged
runtimes when a battery
change is awkward –
ResQtec, Husqvarna,
Makita, Hitatchi (now
Hikoki),, Stihl and
Hikoki)
many more. Expect
to see more being
offered in rescue systems.
15
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POWERHAWK, JUNKERS &
OGURA led the way
in the 90s

I

n the days before on-board
batteries were powerful enough
IMAGES NOT TO
to do the job, two companies
SCALE
pioneered battery rescue tools: –
Curtiss-Wright in the US, better
known for making flight control
systems for fighter jets and Junkers in
Germany, also better know for their aircraft. Curtiss-Wright
introduced the Powerhawk P-16 and Junkers introduced
the Beaver cutter and the Gorilla spreader. They both used
power leads from the tool to a battery – Powerhawk with
its quite bulky umbilical to a heavy 12v car battery in a
back pack (or indeed, any car battery that's in the vicinity)
and Junkers with a much smaller motorcycle battery to its
Beaver and Gorilla dedicated cutter and spreader. Junkers
used electricity to drive a hydraulic action so is perhaps
more indicative of what was to come while the Powerhawk
used what was effectively an aileron from an F16 fighter
to provide an all-electric drive with no hydraulics. This was
and still is, a short stocky tool with a unique replaceable
jaws system so we had a parrot beak cutter, a spreader and
a combi blade that could be switched in and out within
seconds, maybe a minute if the locking pins were stiff. It
also came with a ram that had part of the cylinder exposed
so that you could put spreaders under the lifting core and
'drive' it up as if it were a hydraulic ram with a locking collar
to capture the progress. The P-16 is still sold under the Power
Hawk Technologies, Inc. name (now owned by Snap-on, Inc.),
and have since introduced the P-16X – which still uses the
same F16 fighter jet, replaceable jaw technology but has
an on-board battery as well as the option of connecting to
outside 12V DC vehicle batteries. Power Hawk previously
collaborated with Dutch company ResQtec (who used to be
Zumro under the brilliant helm of the original hydraulic tools
innovator Axel Maarschalk) to produce the P4, with Power
Hawk’s actuator technology and ResQtec's on-board battery
(or optional backpack). ResQtec also introduced the equally
non-hydraulic but more conventional
looking EDD-FX series (pic top-right p19
which is the same electriconly, rather than hydraulic
pump, concept but a little
slicker. We used both the P16
and Junkers kit operationally for many
years at a time when their competition
was the hose-fed hydraulic systems from
generators creating a lot of noise, tooltravel restriction and fumes. Battery tools
were largely dismissed as 'toys' despite their
16

obvious
advantages and
capabilities so hose-fed
tools were unopposed in the
market for far longer than we
expected. Some would argue
(rightly) that if they want to maintain the 'grunt' of a
hose fed tool they can simply switch to a battery
generator and this is a fair compromise but hoses
and sheer size of tool can still be a problem.
Enter another battery tool we started using
in '97 which really 'miniaturised' rescue tools
– the excellent Ogura system from Japan
(pic top left). Ogura were the first to use
readily available 'trade' batteries; in this
case a 12v Makita hand-drill powering a
hydraulic pump to feed a miniature
4 tonne cutter, spreader or re-bar
cutter via a short hydraulic hose.
Only this morning,
I used a long
retired, 25 year
old set to lift a quarter tonne slab. It
is little changed today except using 18v
Makita batteries and with heads directly
attaching to the drill/pump. Their HRS still
has the option of an extension hose which is
very useful in getting into the smallest spaces. The longevity
of the Ogura and Powerhawk are testament to just how good
these first battery tools were. Junkers suffered from being
too long for easy manoeuvring inside vehicles and confined
spaces because it had a fixed head and handle while the
P-16 could rotate its head to get into tight spaces and this is
something taken on board by the latest battery tools where
either the handle or the head or both can rotate for easier
access. Nevertheless, most tools retained the longer body of
the Junkers which evolved into the Lukas (or Weber?) range
of tools. Because Junkers, Ogura and Powerhawk were seen
as quirks of the industry rather than a portent of things
to come, it wasn't until the turn of the century when
Holmatro introduced their short-bodied, doodle-bug
style model (pic left) powered by a readily available
DeWalt 24v battery that we really began to see
some progress in the rescue industry as
the ability to use a common power source
caught on. Even then it has taken another
20 years for fire departments to truly be
considering them as 'instead of' conventional
tools rather than 'in addition to'.
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PENTHEON COMBI TOOLS OFFER:

ng.

pushed out during cutti
UNIQUE GRIP TEETH To prevent the material from being
REMOVABLE TIPS To cut material without crushing it.
performance.
I-BOLT To minimize blade separation and maximize cutting
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SIZE MATTERS

Perhaps the most surprising
thing about battery tool
development is that our original
concerns about the Beaver and Gorilla
tools being too long to be easily
manoeuvred within the confines of
a crashed vehicle obviously weren't
shared by the manufacturers (although
dedicated peddle cutters later addressed
at least part of this problem). The ability
to swivel the head or the handle gives at
least some options in manoeuvrability
but on the whole, tools have got larger
and bulkier rather than smaller. This
is partly because that's what is
required to produce a tool
powerful enough to compete
with hose-fed hydraulics and
partly because the handle
and the battery have simply
got to go somewhere.
Holmatro have addressed
this by slim-lining their entire
tool and producing a bespoke
curved battery to match
that slim profile though it
too remains quite a long
tool while the TNT-Rescue
model opposite (bottom)
has increased duration
(and bulk) by
having batteries
mounted on
both side of the
motor housing.
That's quite a wide
profile at the back
end. We thought
the P16/P4 or the
Ogura style handdrill models might
have caught on
more but clearly
the performance
requirements have
taken the standard
battery tools down the
more conventional
size route.
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BATTERY COMBI TOOLS
the best gap it can fit and force the door
away from its lock(s) or in
some cases the hinges

BLADE DESIGNS

Combi tool blades
are almost all straight
blade, scissor action cutters with a
spreader tip at the end of each blade.
But not all. A few variances are the
entry tools like the blue Lukas/Hurst
tool on the right which we'll come
to later and the Scorpe tool below it in
green/black which has a US-style curved
cutting blade (parrot-beak) as does the
Dutch ResQtec G4, These have two quite
small spreader tips set towards the back
edge of the blade. It has to be that far
back to allow the parrot beak to close
fully due to the curve. This parrot beak
is generally preferred in the specialist
cutter blades because it grabs and holds
difficult to cut, harder bar material
rather than spit it out as straight blades
can. Straight blades overcome this to
some extent by having a serrated or
scalloped blade rather than perfectly
straight shear blades and this helps to
grip hard bar materials. We don't see
quite so much of the pivot-point notch
design that we see in handheld pliers
and multitools where the strongest
part of the jaw, deep into the mouth of
the tool, has a notch for cutting harder
wires. Some appear to have an obvious
rebate or curve near the blade union but
some are more indicative of the blade's
design requirement to rotate around a
wide hub than a hard-bar cutting notch.
Nevertheless, as with all blades, the
highest strength is closest to this union
with strengths for cutting and spreading
dropping off significantly as you get
towards the tips. You would therefore
always try to cut hard materials within
the first quarter of the blades length.
Some tools have the spreader tips as a
'bolt-on' or detachable feature which
gives the cutting blade better access to
make a deeper cut like the Amkus 716
on the left and some are an additional
spreading length to an integral spreader
tip like the Holmatro Pentheon opposite.
Virtually all of the regular straight blade
combi tools have attachment holes for

which can be significantly
weaker (held just by
screws) than a lock designed
specifically to resist being
forced. Regular spreaders are
too large but some combitools can be used if they can
take specialist tips like the
Lukas 358 Combi-tools which
otherwise have tips that won't
easily fit a door gap. Regular
spreaders tend to push the
door against its hinge/lock rather than forcing
the door outwards away from the jam. Entry
tools are not intended for vehicle extrication but
with a cutting surface as well as modified
spreading they can achieve far more than
a hand tool or no tool at all.

pulling chains
or stabilising plates.
Again, combi tools tend
not to have the strength
or the pull-distance
of the much
larger dedicated
spreaders but the
whole point of a
combination tool is to give you a bit of
both capabilities and while it is often
the spreading that lags a little behind
dedicated tool capabilities it is
the cutting blades that tend to be
taxed more by modern car capabilities.
Spreading and pulling requirements
have remained reasonably constant
while cutting requirements continue
to increase with harder and harder
materials and construction.

SMART/APP CONNECTIVITY

It is already the case with battery tools
that you get far more visual indicators of
performance and function change than the
old days – this may just
be the battery charge status
with green or red LEDs, usually
on the battery but can extend to a
dashboard style array of indicators like
the WiFi enabled Lukas/Hurst E3 panel on
the right, to help you better control your cut/
spread/pull placement and remaining work time. Pretty soon you'll
be confronted with a fighter pilot-style array of lights and pictograms.
This one includes a water icon to show that you've actually got a
saltwater-proof battery attached and a temperature gauge. On from
this, Lukas and Hurst and latterly Weber and Genesis have adopted a
mobile or app-driven feature that allows their tools to be individually
monitored for status, performance and inventory. This won't be
everyone's cup of tea, particularly on the front line where any
technological advance is greeted with
scepticism but from a maintenance
and management point of view and
hopefully continuity of charging and
readiness to perform, these will be
a real bonus. On the downside, if
you've seen the Terminator films
you'll know that this is how the
machines ultimately take over the world
so make sure your online security systems are up to date
and able to resist hacking.

The various indents and cut-aways that
you see with some blades is simply
a means to concentrate strength in
certain areas of the blades and reduce
weight in others. Those like the Weber/
Genesis blades that have complete cutaway shapes are lighter and, possibly
as a coincidence, can give you a slightly
improved view of the area beneath
the section of bar or material you are
cutting/spreading.

ENTRY TOOLS

Many brands have an entry tool intended
for law enforcement and military
applications but just as applicable to
a medical team trying to get to an
incapacitated casualty in their home.
The tips are designed to be door-busters
where one half of the blades stays
anchored to a surface/wall while the
upturned blade edge tries to get into
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81
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The tool length, width or height and weight are all WORKING
spec so they include the battery. Many companies quote
figures without the battery so at first glance seem lighter
but when added has a significant affect on both the physical
size and weight of a tool when in use. As with all cutting
and spreading tools, the largest or highest figures are not
necessarily the best for the job. Cutting and spreading strengths
vary radically from the tips to nearer the fulcrum or union. The
cutting codes for CE and NFPA certification given below are by
far the BEST way to gauge the true abilities of a tool.
All force figures are given in KiloNewtons and US (short)tons
Any use, feature, accessory or component that is inherent in
the tool is shown as a solid coloured square n n n n
If it's an option it is shown as an outline square n n n n
A circle l in the 'USE' columns indicates that this feature is only
partially present and/or is OK for that purpose but not ideal.
A model variant is shown in cyan and any features or
specifications that differ from the standard are also in cyan.
TOOLS-IN-RANGE: refers to the other types of tool available in
this specific series of tools using this specific battery type.
n = Cutter n = Spreader n = Ram n = Special Tools
ORIGIN: The company's home country, not necessarily the
country of manufacture which is indicated by an inset flag or
two equally sized flags if the tool is made in both countries as is
the case with Holmatro's Pentheon.
COST: As usual, this is clearly an official secret within the industry.
This is because the cost of one tool is vastly different to the
cost of multiples that they sell to entire fire services. But this
is the same situation for virtually every piece of equipment we
ever have in TECHNICALRESCUE where we always quote the
single item cost on the understanding that any bulk purchase
will of course be a lower figure. So, only TNT in the US have
the confidence to quote a price and those will give you a very
rough idea of where battery powered rescue tools sit in the
price hierarchy.....not cheap! And the batteries are an expensive
consumable as well – eg. a Milwaukee M28 5Ah battery can
cost you £/$/€200-300 though individuals could purchase
through Amazon etc. and save a packet! The prices that are
shown are a rough guide only & include local taxes/VAT. They
vary with exchange rates, extra taxes etc. We usually round up
to the nearest Pound£/US Dollar$/Euro€. Cost is for basic model
with included accessories indicated by a solid square in the
appropriate column (optional extras being an outline square).
In the case of TNT the cost includes two batteries and a charger
but tools are normally costed without batteries and chargers.

NFPA Cutting Codes
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WEIGHT IN HAND: Refers to the operational weight that the
rescuer experiences in using the tool so it includes any onboard batteries but not necessarily any extras like clip-on
lighting or different tips.
WEIGHT of BATTERY: is for the default battery supplied or
preferred by the manufacturer. Those that use 'off-the-shelf'
brands like Milwaukee and DeWalt may well be able to use
either higher Ah models for greater capacity/duration or lower
Ah for decreased cost and perhaps weight but less duration.
BATTERY DURATION & RECHARGE TIME: Work-time or duration
is much trickier as it depends on the resistance of the material
being cut/spread/squeezed, the temperature, the age of the
battery and even how meticulously you follow the recharge
guidelines. Consequently some won't quote a figure at all and
others are generous to say the least – consider most to be the
absolute maximum with minimal workload. Tools last much
longer carrying out hundreds of short duration cuts like the
Genesis figure of <45mins compared to a few really long and
hard cuts like Homatro's minimum 11minute figure in like-forlike cutting/spreading their battery will match the highest time
given by others cutting smaller and lighter materials.
Recharge time can be more specific though it varies wildly
between basic and high speed chargers. The time shown is for
the charger supplied or preferred by the manufacturer.
DIMENSIONS: The Length of tool ready to work x by the
width which is usually dictated by the union of the head but
sometimes by the handle x the height which is the height off
the ground if you lay the tool down and is usually dictated by
either the handle or the battery if it is top-mounted.
(T) CUT/SPREAD/PULL/SQUEEZE FORCE: Is a range or the
maximum force possible with the (T) standing for theoretical
as all of these figures are to some extent unless verified by a
CE and/or NFPA cut and spread test figure. Pull force is only
possible if the tips can accept a chain or adapter tip. Combitools that are primarily cutters may not be designed to squeeze.
DISTANCE: Some give a range from minimum to maximum but
don't forget that max distance provides only minimum force.
REMOVABLE TIPS: Increase the distance or the grip type
ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE: Can improve access if the tool has a
large handle or bulky head and/or battery or simply too long.
LED LIGHTS: Integral lighting from the handle or housing to
illuminate the area being cut/spread.
APP MANAGEMENT: The tool and/or battery are linked to a
mobile to manage functions, servicing and inventory.
IN-WATER-CAPABLE: The tool/battery can be used underwater
TOOL/BATTERY IP. Ingress protection for water & dust where
IP54 resists water splashes and IP67 withstands inundation.
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Get connected to the future of saving lives.
LUKAS e3 CONNECT features smart sensors and IoT-exchange
with the Captium™ service platform. For a full overview of all
devices – and more operational readiness than ever before.
Any. Time. Ready.

Meet us at the

Interschutz in
hall 27, booth K18!
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54/60V

MDC390N-E
54/60V

PULL (T)
CUT CLASSES
CUT (T)
SPREAD (T) FORCE
LENGTH
EN CLASSIFICATION FORCE
WIDTH DEPTH
FORCE
DISTANCE
w/TIPS
EN CUT CAPACITY OPENING
DISTANCE (T)SQUEEZE
NFPA CLASS
ROUND BAR
FORCE

LED LIGHTS
APP MANAGEMENT
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
TOOL/BATTERY IP

BATTERY
DURATION
RECHARGE
TIME

ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE
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NOTES

WWW.

889mm 235mm 305mm
35"
9.25"
12"

A6, B8, C6, D8, E7

185mm
7.3"
25.4mm
1"

<35.7kN
<4t
353mm
13.9"

-

n n n -

-

Replaces ict516

amkus.com

A6, B7, C6, D7, E7

185mm
7.3"
-

29-39.7kN
3.3-4.5t
394mm
15.5"

-

-

n n -

-

DISCONTINUED
replaced by ict614

amkus.com

351mm
13.8"
-

29-36.7kN
3.3-4.1t
396mm
15.6"

218kN
24.5t

n n n -

--

Weight inc tips=

N/A

22.3kg 1.2kg
49lb 2.6 lb

DeWalt
FlexVolt
6Ah 9,12Ah

N/A

23kg 1.2kg
50.6 lb 2.6 lb

DeWalt
FlexVolt
6Ah 9,12Ah

10-30mins
60mins

861mm 241mm 241mm
33.9" 9.5"
9.5"

N/A

26.3kg 1.2kg
58lb 2.6 lb

DeWalt
FlexVolt
6Ah 9,12Ah

10-30mins
60mins

885mm
34.8" 221mm 295mm
917mm 8.7" 11.6"
UL-Certified
36.1"
A7/B8/C7/D9/E8/F5

N/A

15.7kg 1.4kg
34.5lb 3lb

DeWalt
FlexVolt
9Ah

10-30mins
60mins

731mm 245mm 236mm
9.3"
28.8" 9.7"

BK46/302-F-13
-

375kN
42.2t
-

45-134kN
5-13.7t
302mm
11.9"

45kN
5t
64kN
7.2t

-

n n -

-

edilgrappa.com

N/A

23.6kg 1.4kg
52lb
3lb

DeWalt
FlexVolt
9Ah

10-30mins
60mins

861mm 274mm 241mm
33.9" 10.8" 9.5"

BK30/390-H-22
A6/B7/C6/D7/E7

185mm
7.3"
-

29-39.7kN
3.3-4.5t
394mm
15.5"

-

-

-

-

edilgrappa.com

N/A

13.1kg 0.6kg
28.8lb 1.3lb

DeWalt
FlexVolt
5Ah

12-20mins
30-75mins

748mm 245mm 339mm
29.5" 9.7" 13.3"

BK46/302-F-13
-

375kN
42.2t
-

46-134kN
4.7-13.7t
302mm
11.9"

45kN
4.6t
64kN
6.5t

-

n n

-

edilgrappa.com

Genesis or
Milwaukee
5Ah*

<45mins
90mins

824mm 192mm 241mm
32.4" 7.6"
9.5"

A6 B7 C6 D7 E7

285mm
11.2"
28mm
1.1"

26-30kN
2.9-3.4t
215mm
8.5"

36-41kN
4-4.6t
276mm
10.9"

n n

54

10-30mins
60mins

n -

27.9kg
61.4lb

amkus.com

MDC300 T30

EDILGRAPPA

11C RIT3
E-Force

GENESIS
RESCUE

N/A

1.4/
14.9kg 1kg
32.8" 3.2/
2.3lb

11C SL3
E-Force

GENESIS
RESCUE

N/A

1.4/
13.6kg 1kg
30 lb 3.2/
2.3lb

Genesis or
Milwaukee
5Ah*

<45mins
90mins

811mm 192mm 241mm
31.9" 7.6"
9.5"

A7 B7 C6 D7 E7

221mm
8.7"
28mm
1.1"

24-32kN
2.7-3.6t
270mm
7.6"

34-45kN
3.8-4.6t
352mm
13.9"

-

n

- *15Ah powerpack
also avaialble genesisrescue.com
54

14C SL3
E-Force

GENESIS
RESCUE

N/A

1.4/
18.8kg 1kg
41.4lb 3.2/
2.3lb

Genesis or
Milwaukee
5Ah*

<45mins
90mins

927mm 236mm 241mm
36.5" 9.3"
9.5"

A7 B8 C6 D8 E8 F5

285mm
11.2"
32mm
1.25"

28-40kN
3.1-4.5t
360mm
14.2"

39-56kN
4.4-6.3t
380mm
15"

-

n 4

- *15Ah powerpack
also avaialble genesisrescue.com
54

15C SL3
E-Force

GENESIS
RESCUE

N/A

20kg
44.1lb

1.4/
1kg
3.2/
2.3lb

Genesis or
Milwaukee
5Ah*

<45mins
90mins

933mm 236mm 241mm
36.7" 9.3"
9.5"

A7 B8 C6 D8 E8 F5

295mm
11.5"
32mm
1.25"

28-39kN
3.1-4.4t
370mm
14.6"

39-54kN
4.4-6t
360mm
14.2"

n n 4

- *15Ah powerpack
also avaialble genesisrescue.com
54

17C SL3
E-Force

GENESIS
RESCUE

N/A

21kg
46.3lb

1.4/
1kg
3.2/
2.3lb

Genesis or
Milwaukee
5Ah*

<45mins
90mins

969mm 236mm 241mm
38.1" 9.3"
9.5"

A7 B9 C7 D9 E9 F6

342mm
13.5"
32mm
1.25"

29-40kN
3.3-4.5t
405mm
15.9"

36-57kN
4-6.4t
406mm
16"

n n 4

- *15Ah powerpack
also avaialble genesisrescue.com
54

18/20V

28V

28V

28V

28V

28V

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT
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EDILGRAPPA

n
n
n
n

WEIGHT
DEFAULT BATTERY

AMKUS

WEIGHT IN HAND
inc BATTERY(IES)

ION ict516
Compact

inc tax / VAT

54/60V

AMKUS

COST

ION ict614

n
n
n
n

MODEL
SERIES
VOLTAGE

ORIGIN

COMPANY

TOOLS IN RANGE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE
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REMOVABLE TIPS
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n
n
n
n

OTHER TOOLS IN RANGE: n= Cutter n= Spreader n= Ram n= Special Tools
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

FEATURES:

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL n n n = Option
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*15Ah powerpack
also avaialble.
Optional USAR genesisrescue.com
carry-Backpack

N/A = info Not Available/not given
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28V

PENTHEON
PCT50
28V

PENTHEON
PCT14
28V

HOLMATRO

SC758
E2

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

SC358
E2

n
HURST
n
JAWS of LIFE n

SC258
E2

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

SC758
E3/E3connect

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

25.2V

25.2V

25.2V

25.2V

>11mins
60mins

898mm 268mm 273mm
35.4" 10.6" 10.7"

CK43/380J-20.3
1J 2J 3K 4K 5K
A7 B8 C8 D8 E8 F3

N/A

14.2kg 1.5kg
31.3lb 3.3lb

Holmatro
PBPA287
7Ah

>11mins
60mins

731mm 270mm 275mm
28.8" 10.6" 10.8"

BK33/362-E-14.2
1E 2E 3E 4E 5E
A5 B5 C5 D6 E4 F3

N/A

13.8kg 1.5kg
30.4lb 3.3lb

Holmatro
PBPA287
7Ah

>11mins
60mins

677mm 270mm 275mm
26.7" 10.6" 10.8"

BK48/281-E-13.8
1E 2E 3E 4E 5E
A5 B5 C5 D6 E4 F3

N/A

25.5kg 0.9kg
56.1lb 2lb

Lukas
5Ah

30-60mins
75-150mins

1065mm 275mm 284mm
41.9" 10.8" 11.2"

A8 B9 C9 D9 E9 F5

N/A

19.7kg 0.9kg
43.3lb 2lb

Lukas
5Ah

30-60mins
75-150mins

956mm 237mm 278mm
37.7" 9.3" 10.9"

A7 B8 C7 D8 E7 F4

N/A

15.8kg 0.9kg
34.7lb 2lb

Lukas
5Ah

30-60mins
75-150mins

874mm 215mm 281mm
34.4" 8.5" 11.1"

A6 B6 C6 D7 E7

N/A

26kg 1.6kg
57.2lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

150-100mins

980mm 266mm 253mm
10"
38.6" 10.5"

A8 B9 C9 D9 E9 F5

1.6kg
3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

150-100mins

876mm 235mm 253mm
10"
34.5" 9.25"

A7 B8 C7 D8 E7 F4

16kg 1.6kg
35.2lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

150-100mins

792mm 210mm 253mm
31.2" 8.3"
10"

A6 B6 C6 D7 E7

26kg 1.6kg
57.3lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

150-100mins

980mm 266mm 253mm
10"
38.6" 10.5"

A8 B9 C9 D9 E9 F5

n
HURST
n
JAWS of LIFE n

SC258
E3/E3connect

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

N/A

n
HURST
n
JAWS of LIFE n

N/A

25.2V

SC758
EWXT
25.2V

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT

N/A

20kg
44lb

OTHER TOOLS IN RANGE: n= Cutter n= Spreader n= Ram n= Special Tools
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

FEATURES:

370kN
41.6t
394mm
15.5"
40mm
1.6"
370kN
41.6t
320mm
12.6"
36mm
1.4"
268kN
30.1t
277mm
10.9"
24mm
0.9"
268kN
30.1t
196mm
7.7"
24mm
0.9"
885kN
99.5t
408mm
16.1"
40mm
1.57"
492kN
55.3t
309mm
12.2"
35mm
1.4"
280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
26mm
1"
885kN
99.5t
400mm
15.7"
40mm
1.57""
492kN
55.3t
309mm
12.2"
35mm
1.4"
280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
26mm
1"
280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
40mm
1.57"

LED LIGHTS
APP MANAGEMENT
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
TOOL/BATTERY IP

NOTES

WWW.

44.6-1860kN
5-209t
468mm
18.4"

105kN
11.8t
87.9kN
7.2t

n
n n 6 l 57

holmatro.com

43-1860kN
4.8-209t
380mm
15"

104kN
11.7t
87kN
9.8t

n
n - 6 l 57

holmatro.com

33-1350kN
3.7-151.7t
362mm
14.3"

34kN
3.8t

-

-

6

l

57
57

48-1350kN
5.4-151.7t
281mm
11.1"

44kN
4.9t

-

-

6

l

57
57

43-1500kN
4.8-168.6t
475mm
18.7"

<94kN
<10.6t
340mm
13.4"

n - - - 54

jawsoflife.com

38-1500kN
4.3-168.6t
368mm
14.5"

<61kN
<6.9t
382mm
15"

n - - - 54

jawsoflife.com

32-700kN
3.6-78.7t
321mm
12.6"

<34kN
<3.8t
330mm
13.4"

-

54

jawsoflife.com

43-1500kN
4.8-168.6t
475mm
18.7"

<94kN
<10.6t
340mm
13.4"

38-1500kN
4.3-168.6t
368mm
14.5"

<61kN
<6.9t
382mm
15"

24-700kN
2.7-78.7t
321mm
12.6"

<34kN
<3.8t
330mm
13.4"

38-700kN
4.3-78.7t
475mm
18.7"

<94kN
<10.6t
340mm
13.4"

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL n n n = Option

ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE

ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE

WEIGHT IN HAND
inc BATTERY(IES)

inc tax / VAT

COST

Holmatro
PBPA287
7Ah

SC358
E3/E3connect
25.2V

20.3kg 1.5kg
44.8lb 3.3lb

PULL (T)
CUT CLASSES
CUT (T)
SPREAD (T) FORCE
LENGTH
EN CLASSIFICATION FORCE
WIDTH DEPTH
FORCE
DISTANCE
w/TIPS
EN CUT CAPACITY OPENING
DISTANCE (T)SQUEEZE
NFPA CLASS
ROUND BAR
FORCE
1011mm 270mm 275mm
39.8" 10.6" 10.7"

n
n
n

HOLMATRO

23.4kg 1.5kg
51.6" 3.3lb

Holmatro
PBPA287
7Ah

BATTERY
DURATION
RECHARGE
TIME

>11mins
60mins

N/A

HOLMATRO

BATTERY
Ah
OPTIONS

BATTERY COMBI TOOLS

www.rescuemagazines.com

CK45/468-J-23.4
1J 2J 3K 4K 5K
A8 B9 C8 D9 E9 F4

N/A

PENTHEON
PCT11
28V

24

HOLMATRO

WEIGHT
DEFAULT BATTERY

PENTHEON
PCT60

COMPANY

ORIGIN

MODEL
SERIES
VOLTAGE

TOOLS IN RANGE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

REMOVABLE TIPS

MARKET GUIDE

57

57

-

-

n

holmatro.com

n

-

holmatro.com

n
n - 2 n ?

Can use EWXT IP68
jawsoflife.com
battery

n
n - 2 n ?

Can use EWXT IP68
jawsoflife.com
battery

n
n ?

Can use EWXT IP68
jawsoflife.com
battery

58

58

-

-

2

58

n
n - 2 - 68

Removable Tips

58

jawsoflife.com

N/A = info Not Available/not given
25

25.2V

SC258
EWXT

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

E100
StrongArm

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

25.2V

25.2V

25.2V

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT

150-100mins

Lukas
9 5Ah

150-100mins

792mm 210mm 253mm
31.2" 8.3"
10"

A6 B6 C6 D7 E7

N/A

1111.7kg 1.2kg
24.25- 2.7lb
25.8lb

Lukas
273100610
4Ah

50-60mins

775796mm 195mm 210mm
30.5- 7.7"
8.3"
31.3"

A5 B3 C5 D6 E6

N/A

1111.7kg 1.2kg
24.25- 2.7lb
25.8lb

Lukas
273100610
4Ah

50-60mins

775796mm 195mm 210mm
30.5- 7.7"
8.3"
31.3"

A5 B3 C5 D6 E6

Lukas
9 5Ah

N/A

16kg 1.6kg
35.2lb 3.5lb

n
n
n

20kg
44lb

OTHER TOOLS IN RANGE: n= Cutter n= Spreader n= Ram n= Special Tools

FEATURES:

280kN
31.5t
309mm
12.2"
35mm
1.4"
280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
26mm
1"
155kN
17.4t
207mm
8.1"
22.2mm
0.9"
155kN
17.4t
207mm
8.1"
22.2mm
0.9"

33-700kN
3.7-78.7t
368mm
14.5"

<61kN
<6.9t
382mm
15"

24-700kN
2.7-78.7t
321mm
12.6"

<34kN
<3.8t
330mm
13.4"

28-700kN
3.2-78.7t
184-215mm
7.2-8.5"

-

28-700kN
3.2-78.7t
184-215mm
7.2-8.5"

-

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL n n n = Option

LED LIGHTS
APP MANAGEMENT
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
TOOL/BATTERY IP

PULL (T)
CUT CLASSES
CUT (T)
SPREAD (T) FORCE
LENGTH
HT/ EN CLASSIFICATION FORCE
WIDTH
FORCE
DISTANCE
w/TIPS
DEPTH EN CUT CAPACITY OPENING
DISTANCE (T)SQUEEZE
NFPA CLASS
ROUND BAR
FORCE

ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE

WEIGHT
DEFAULT BATTERY

BATTERY
DURATION
RECHARGE
TIME

876mm 235mm 253mm
10"
34.5" 9.25"

1.6kg
3.5lb

N/A

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

BATTERY
Ah
OPTIONS

BATTERY HYDRAULIC TOOLS

www.rescuemagazines.com

A7 B8 C7 D8 E7 F4

LE100
StrongArm

WEIGHT IN HAND
inc BATTERY(IES)

HURST
JAWS of LIFE

inc tax / VAT

SC358
EWXT

COST

COMPANY

ORIGIN

MODEL
SERIES
VOLTAGE

TOOLS IN RANGE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

REMOVABLE TIPS

MARKET GUIDE

n
n - 2 - 68

NOTES

WWW.

Removable Tips

jawsoflife.com

58

-

-

2

-

n

jawsoflife.com

68
58

54
n - - - 54

Fire Rescue version
with push-button
release combi and jawsoflife.com
door opening tips
Military version

n - - -

54 with push-button
release combi and jawsoflife.com
54 door opening tips
Picatinny rail

N/A = info Not Available/not given

RESCUE | MEDICAL | MOULAGE
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO SAVE LIVES

MANIKINS FOR VEHICLE
EXTRICATION TRAINING
We have a range of manikins which will
provide a realistic challenge for your
extrication scenarios.

TALK TO
THE EXPERTS
+ 44 1490 413 282
WWW.RUTHLEE.CO.UK

This includes a Multi-Trauma manikin to
simulate an impalement or partial/full
loss of limb, the Duty Plus which will sit
upright in a vehicle, and a Water-fillable
Bariatric Suit - letting you set up a
bariatric rescue scenario with ease - add
the weight once the manikin is in situ!

SEE IT

Our manikins are the preferred choice for
rescue professionals world wide. Visit our
website to find your nearest Distributor.

Emergency Response Bag
Product code: DS01952

T: 01329 311451
26
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SC758
E2

LUKAS

25.2V

SC358
E2

LUKAS

25.2V

SC258
E2

n
n
n

LUKAS

25.2V

SC758
E3/E3connect
25.2V

SC358
E3/E3connect
25.2V

SC258
E3/E3connect
25.2V

LUKAS

LUKAS

LUKAS

SC758
eWCT

LUKAS

SC358
eWCT

LUKAS

25.2V

25.2V

SC258
eWCT

n
n
n

E100
StrongArm
25.2V

LUKAS

N/A

19.7kg 0.9kg
43.3lb 2lb

Lukas
5Ah

1065mm 275mm 284mm
41.9" 10.8" 11.2"

43-1500kN
4.8-168.6t
475mm
18.7"

<94kN
<10.6t
340mm
13.4"

n - - - 54

lukas.com

956mm 237mm 278mm
37.7" 9.3" 10.9"

I
CK 38/368-I-19,7
1I-2J-3I-4J-5J
A7 B8 C7 D8 E7

492kN
309mm
12.2"
35mm
1.4"

38-1500kN
4.3-168.6t
368mm
14.5"

<61kN
<6.9t
382mm
15"

n - - - 54

lukas.com

874mm 215mm 281mm
34.4" 8.5" 11.1"

F
BK 32/320-F-15.8
1G-2F-3F-4F-5G
A6 B6 C6 D7 E7

32-700kN
3.6-78.7t
321mm
12.6"

<34kN
<3.8t
330mm
13.4"

-

54

lukas.com

150-100mins

987mm 266mm 253mm
38.8" 10.5"
10"

J
1J-2K-3K-4K-5K
A8 B9 C9 D9 E9 F5

280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
26mm
1"
885kN
99.5t
408mm
16.1"
40mm
1.57"

43-1500kN
4.8-168.6t
475mm
18.7"

<94kN
<10.6t
340mm
13.4"

150-100mins

876mm 235mm 253mm
10"
34.5" 9.25"

I
1I-2J-3I-4J-5J
A7 B8 C7 D8 E7 F4

492kN
309mm
12.2"
35mm
1.4"

38-1500kN
4.3-168.6t
368mm
14.5"

<61kN
<6.9t
382mm
15"

150-100mins

792mm 210mm 253mm
31.2" 8.3"
10"

F
1G-2F-3F-4F-5G
A6 B6 C6 D7 E7 F4

32-700kN
3.6-78.7t
321mm
12.6"

<34kN
<3.8t
330mm
13.4"

150-100mins

987mm 266mm 253mm
38.8" 10.5"
10"

J
1J-2K-3K-4K-5K
A8 B9 C9 D9 E9 F5

280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
26mm
1"
885kN
31.5t
400mm
15.7"
26mm
1"

43-1500kN
4.8-168.6t
475mm
18.7"

<94kN
<10.6t
340mm
13.4"

150-100mins

I
876mm 235mm 253mm CK 38/368-I-19,6
1I-2J-3I-4J-5J
10"
34.5" 9.25"
A7 B8 C7 D8 E7 F4

492kN
309mm
12.2"
35mm
1.4"

38-1500kN
4.3-168.6t
368mm
14.5"

<61kN
<6.9t
382mm
15"

F
BK 32/320-F-15.6
1G-2F-3F-4F-5G
A6 B6 C6 D7 E7

280kN
31.5t
233mm
9.2"
26mm
1"
155kN
17.4t
207mm
8.1"
22.2mm
0.9"
155kN
17.4t
207mm
8.1"
22.2mm
0.9"

32-700kN
3.6-78.7t
321mm
12.6"

<34kN
<3.8t
330mm
13.4"

28-700kN
3.2-78.7t
184-215mm
7.2-8.5"

-

28-700kN
3.2-78.7t
184-215mm
7.2-8.5"

-

30-60mins
75-150mins

30-60mins
75-150mins

N/A

Lukas
5Ah

N/A

25.6kg 1.6kg
56.3lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

1.6kg
3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

16kg 1.6kg
35.2lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

26kg 1.6kg
57.3lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

1.6kg
3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

N/A

16kg 1.6kg
35.2lb 3.5lb

Lukas
9 5Ah

150-100mins

792mm 210mm 253mm
31.2" 8.27"
10"

N/A

11.1- 1.3kg
11.8kg 2.9lb

Lukas
273100610
4Ah

50-60mins

775796mm 195mm 210mm
30.5- 7.7"
8.3"
31.3"

A5 B3 C5 D6 E6

N/A

11.1- 1.3kg
11.8kg 2.9lb

Lukas
273100610
4Ah

50-60mins

775796mm 195mm 210mm
30.5- 7.7"
8.3"
31.3"

A5 B3 C5 D6 E6

N/A

N/A

20kg
44lb

25.2V

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT
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LUKAS

WWW.

885kN
99.5t
408mm
16.1"
40mm
1.57"

15.8kg 0.9kg
34.7lb 2lb

20kg
44lb

NOTES

J
CK 43/475-J-25,5
1J-2K-3K-4K-5K
A8 B9 C9 D9 E9

30-60mins
75-150mins

LE100
StrongArm

PULL (T)
CUT CLASSES
CUT (T)
SPREAD (T) FORCE
LENGTH
EN CLASSIFICATION FORCE
WIDTH DEPTH
FORCE
DISTANCE
w/TIPS
EN CUT CAPACITY OPENING
DISTANCE (T)SQUEEZE
NFPA CLASS
ROUND BAR
FORCE

LED LIGHTS
APP MANAGEMENT
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
TOOL/BATTERY IP

BATTERY
DURATION
RECHARGE
TIME

BATTERY HYDRAULIC TOOLS

www.rescuemagazines.com

ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE

WEIGHT
DEFAULT BATTERY

WEIGHT IN HAND
inc BATTERY(IES)

inc tax / VAT

N/A

Lukas
5Ah

N/A

n
n
n

BATTERY
Ah
OPTIONS

25.5kg 0.9kg
56.1lb 2lb

N/A

LUKAS

25.2V

COST

COMPANY

ORIGIN

MODEL
SERIES
VOLTAGE

TOOLS IN RANGE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

REMOVABLE TIPS

MARKET GUIDE

OTHER TOOLS IN RANGE: n= Cutter n= Spreader n= Ram n= Special Tools
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

FEATURES:

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL n n n = Option

ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE

-

-

-

n
n - 2 n 68

Tips options set
to include Door
Opening tips

lukas.com

n
n - 2 n 68

Tips options set
to include Door
Opening tips

lukas.com

58

58

n
n 68

lukas.com

n
n - 2 - 68

lukas.com

-

-

2

58

68

n
n - 2 - 68

Tips options set
to include Door
Opening tips

lukas.com

n

Tips options set
to include Door
Opening tips

lukas.com

54
n - - - 54

Fire Rescue version
with combi and
door opening tips

lukas.com

54
n - - - 54

Military/Law
Enforcement
version in black

lukas.com

68

-

-

2

-

68
68

N/A = info Not Available/not given
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BC-300X
18V

RP-V250
18v

HRS931/
HRS-932
Shear Head

OGURA

n
n
n
n

OGURA

OGURA

N/A
n
n
n
n

N/A

18v

P16 Legacy
PowerBlade

12v or 16v LiGHT

P-16X
PowerBlade
12v

Frontliner
P4FX EDD
43.2V

FX4-FJ
EDD

POWERHAWK

n
TECHNOLOGIES n
/RESQTEC n

RESQTEC

43.2V

G4-WX
Frontliner
EDD

30

TECHNOLOGIES n
n

RESQTEC

n
n
n

703mm 154mm 288mm
27.7" 6.1" 11.3"

1/
14kg 1.36kg
30.9lb 2,2/
3lb

Makita
5/6Ah*

<12mins
55-120mins

754mm 154mm 293mm
29.7"
6"
11.5"

-

1/
14kg 1.36kg
30.9 lb 2,2/
3lb

Makita
5/6Ah*

<12mins
55-120mins

558mm 250mm 180mm
22"
9.8"
7.1"

-

600kN
67.4t
197mm
7.76

1/
3.9kg
8.6lb 1.36kg
+6.2kg 2,2/
+13.7lb 3lb

Makita
5/6Ah*

<12mins
55-120mins

303mm
11.9"
+382mm
+15"

111mm 272mm
4.4" 10.7"
186mm 104mm
7.3"
4.1"

-

1/
4.2kg
9.3lb 1.36kg
5.4kg 2,2/
11.9lb 3lb

Makita
5/6Ah*

<12mins
55-120mins

328mm
12.9"
+352mm
+13.9"

111mm 273mm
4.4" 10.7"
121mm 78mm
4.8"
3.1"

N/A

21.6kg 1.36kg
47.5lb 3lb

Powerhawk
7.5Ah or
any 12v
source

BATTERY
DURATION
RECHARGE
TIME

PULL (T)
CUT CLASSES
CUT (T)
SPREAD (T) FORCE
LENGTH
HT/ EN CLASSIFICATION FORCE
WIDTH
FORCE
DISTANCE
w/TIPS
DEPTH EN CUT CAPACITY OPENING
DISTANCE (T)SQUEEZE
NFPA CLASS
ROUND BAR
FORCE
36-549kN
4-61.7t
197mm
7.76"
25mm
1"

LED LIGHTS
APP MANAGEMENT
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
TOOL/BATTERY IP

<12mins
55-120mins

N/A

n

POWERHAWK n
n

Makita
5/6Ah*

-

*4.5kg
Powerhawk
*21.4kg 9.9lb 12.4Ah LiGHT
47lb 15.9kg
33Ah 12v
*35lb

-

145-392.3kN 36-567kN
4-63.7t
16.3-44t
197mm
300mm
7.76"
11.8"

74.5kN

-

n n -

-

ogurarescuetools.
com

32-699kN
3.6-78.7t
250mm
9.8"

119.6kN

-

n n -

-

ogurarescuetools.
com

-

-

-

n - -

-

98kN
11t
100mm
3.9"

-

-

-

39.3kN
4.4t
158mm
6.2"

-

-

n - -

-

-

-

-

-

93.4-200kN 44.5-80.1kN
10.5t
5-9t
254mm
254mm
10"
10"

-

n n - -

-

<120mins

659mm 254mm 279mm
27"
10"
11"

PENDING

93.4-200kN 44.5-80.1kN
10.5t
5-9t
254mm
254mm
10"
10"

-

n n - -

-

765mm 271mm 274mm
30.1" 10.7"" 10.8"

F
1H 2F 3F 4H 5H
A6 B6 C5 D6 E6

321kN
36t
236mm
9.3"

H
CK36.3-350H-17.0
1H 2H 3H 4J 5I
A6 B7 C6 D7 E6

<720kN
<80.9t
283mm
11.1"
1200kN
135t
358mm
14.1"

21.8kg 1kg
48lb 2.2lb

Resqtec
2.6Ah

N/A

17.1kg
37.6lb

1kg
2.2lb

Resqtec
2.6Ah

<45mins
90mins

856mm 236mm 228mm
33.7" 9.3"
9"

N/A

21.3kg 1kg
46.8lb 2.2lb

Resqtec
2.6Ah

<45mins
90mins

J
950mm 268mm 235mm CK44.8-432J-21.4
1J 2J 3J 4K 5K
37.4" 10.5"" 9.25"
A7 B8 C7 D9 E7

N/A

17.1kg 1kg
37.6lb 2.2lb

Resqtec
2.6Ah

<45mins
90mins

827mm 236mm 228mm
32.6" 9.3"
9"

TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

ogurarescuetools.
com

n n -

A3 B6 C3 D5 E6

FEATURES:

*EU uses 5Ah, US
tends to use 6Ah

-

659mm 254mm 279mm
27"
10"
11"

OTHER TOOLS IN RANGE: n= Cutter n= Spreader n= Ram n= Special Tools

WWW.

74.5kN

<120mins
<15hr

<45mins
90mins

NOTES

145-392kN
16.3-44t
300mm
11.8"

N/A

n
n
n

FX6-DJ
EDD

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT

TECHNOLOGIES n

RESQTEC

43.2V

43.2V

POWERHAWK n
n

14.5kg
32lb

1/
1.36kg
2,2/
3lb

BATTERY
Ah
OPTIONS

ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE

inc tax / VAT

COST

N/A

N/A

OGURA

18v

HRS941/
HRS-934
Spreader

N/A

WEIGHT
DEFAULT BATTERY

18V

OGURA

BATTERY HYDRAULIC TOOLS

www.rescuemagazines.com

WEIGHT IN HAND
inc BATTERY(IES)

BC-300BL

COMPANY

ORIGIN

MODEL
SERIES
VOLTAGE

TOOLS IN RANGE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

REMOVABLE TIPS

MARKET GUIDE

F
BK33.8-369F-17
1H 2F 3G 4F 5G
A6 B6 C6 D7 E6

<554kN
<62.3t
156mm
6.1"

43.7-107kN
4.9-12t
319mm
12.6"

96mm
3.8"
-

kN
29-286kN 52.9-62.9
6--7.1t
3.3-32.1t
271mm n n n 10.7"
350mm
38.5-43.3kN
13.8"
4.3-4.9t
66.5-80.1
44.8-1570kN 7.5-9t kN
5-176.5t
327mm
- - n 12.9"
432mm
51.5-60.3
kN
17"
5.8-6.8t

33.8-485kN
3.8-54.5t
369mm 36.8-42.3kN
4.2-4.7t t
14.5"

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL n n n = Option
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n n n -

n n n -

-

Heads swap out
in seconds. Cutter, ogurarescuetools.
Spreader etc.
com
attach via short
hose or direct to
the powerhead.
941 for US market.
All heads
ogurarescuetools.
interchangeable
com
between power
units
interchangeable
Cutter,spreader
and combi heads.
*Weight-in-Hand
does NOT include
Battery pack. Both
P16&P16X can
use a regular 12v
car battery. *Wt =
battery+controller
interchangeable
Cutter,spreader
and combi
heads*10Ah
powerpack also
available

powerhawk.com

powerhawk.com

powerhawk.com
rescue.resqtec.com

-

*10Ah powerpack rescue.resqtec.com
also available

-

*10Ah powerpack rescue.resqtec.com
also available

-

*10Ah powerpack rescue.resqtec.com
also available

N/A = info Not Available/not given
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Combi MK
28v

Combi SK
28v

SCORPE

EBFCC-28
n
Storm Surge TNT RESCUE n
18V

n

ESLCC-20D
Storm2
28v

ESLCC-30D
Storm2
28v

TNT RESCUE

EBFCC-28D
Storm2

TNT RESCUE

SPS270 mk2
E-Force3/
*Smart

WEBER
RESCUE

SPS360 mk2
E-Force3/
*Smart

WEBER
RESCUE

SPS370 mk2
E-Force3/
*Smart

WEBER
RESCUE

SPS400 mk2
E-Force3/
*Smart

WEBER
RESCUE

28v

18/28V

18/28V

18/28V

18/28V

Rit Tool
E-Force3/
Smart
18/28V

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT
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TNT RESCUE

WEBER
RESCUE

n
n
n

<45mins
90mins

974mm 222mm 248mm CK37/360 H 19.3
38.3" 8.7"
9.8"
-

491kN
55.2t
30mm
1.2"

N/A

15.1kg 1kg
33.2lb 2.2lb

Milwaukee
5Ah

<45mins
90mins

858mm 195mm 248mm
33.8" 7.7"" 9.8"

BK30/265 E 15.1
-

$12000 25.1kg 1.1kg
55lb 2.4lb

Milwaukee
8/9Ah M18

<60mins

920mm 267mm 298mm
36.2" 10.5" 11.7"

A8 B9 C8 D8 E9 F4

324kN
36.4t
120mm
4.7"
25mm
1"
694kN
78t
343mm
13.5"
38mm
1.5"

$10500 22.9kg
50.4lb

2x
Milwaukee
1kg
2x 5Ah M28
2.2lb

<90mins
90mins

917mm 320mm* 241mm
36.1" 12.6" 9.5"

A6 B5 C7 D7 E7

$10750 23.7kg
52.3lb

2x
Milwaukee
1kg
2x 5Ah M28
2.2lb

<90mins
90mins

908mm 320mm* 241mm
35.7" 12.6" 9.5"

$11400 25.9kg
57lb

2x
Milwaukee
1kg
2x 5Ah M28
2.2lb

<90mins
90mins

45-783kN
5-88t
360mm
14.2"

60kN
6.7t
-

35-691kN
3.9-77.7t
270mm
10.6"

LED LIGHTS
APP MANAGEMENT
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
TOOL/BATTERY IP

Milwaukee
5Ah

ROTATE HEAD/HANDLE

WEIGHT
DEFAULT BATTERY

WEIGHT IN HAND
inc BATTERY(IES)

inc tax / VAT

N/A

19.3kg 1kg
42.2lb 2.2lb

scorpe.net

-

-

-

scorpe.net

106-1272kN
11.9-143t
422.7mm
16.6"

-

n - 2 - 54

406.4mm
16"
-

93-832.4kN
10.5-93.6t
393.7mm

-

-

A6 B5 C6 D7 E7

272.9mm
10.74"
-

98-832.4kN
11-93.6t
355.6mm

953mm 320mm* 241mm
37.5" 12.6" 9.5"

A8 B9 C8 D8 E9

343mm
13.5"
38mm
1.5"

4

-

ALL Spec is for 2
batteries but Can
operate on one

tntrescue.com

70.4kN
7.9t
265.3mm

n - 2 - 54

ALL Spec is for 2
batteries but Can
operate on one

tntrescue.com

106-1272kN
11.9-143t
422.7mm
16.6"

-

n - 2 - 54

ALL Spec is for 2
batteries but Can
operate on one

tntrescue.com

221mm
8.7"
28mm
1.1"

31-591kN
3.5-66.4t
270mm

<36kN
4t
395mm
<52kN

2

-

811mm 236mm 241mm
31.9" 9.3"
9.5"

N/A

18.1kg 1kg Milwaukee
39.8lb 2.2lb 5Ah M28M18

<45mins
90mins

927mm 236mm 241mm
36.5" 9.3"
9.5"

CK36/360I-18,1
1I-2K-3J-4K-5J
A7 B8 C7 D9 E8 F5

285mm
11.2"
32mm
1.25"

36-783kN
4-88t
360mm

<53kN
6t
440mm
<70kN

-

N/A

19.2kg 1kg Milwaukee
42.2lb 2.2lb 5Ah M28M18

<45mins
90mins

933mm 236mm 241mm
36.7" 9.3"
9.5"

CK35/370H-19,2
1I-2J-3H-4J-5I
A7 B8 C7 D8 E8 F5

295mm
11.6"
32mm
1.25"

35-783kN
3.9-88t
370mm

<57kN
6.4t
405mm
<72kN

n n 4 n 68

N/A

1kg Milwaukee
21kg
46.3lb 2.2lb 5Ah M28M18

<45mins
90mins

969mm 236mm 241mm
38.1" 9.3"
9.5"

CK35/405I-21,0
1I-2K-3J-4K-5J
A7 B9 C7 D9 E9 F6

35-1071kN
3.9-120.4t
405mm

<58kN
6.5t
450mm

n n 4 n

773mm 192mm 241mm
30.4" 7.6"
9.5"

AC140H-13,3
1H-2H-3H-4H-5H
A6 B7 C6 D7 E7 F3

343mm
13.5"
32mm
1.25"
324kN
36.4t
241mm

30-1305kN
3.4-146.7t
380mm

35-47kN
3.9-5.3t

n n 4 n 68

<45mins
90mins

OTHER TOOLS IN RANGE: n= Cutter n= Spreader n= Ram n= Special Tools
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FEATURES:

9.5"
28mm

1.1"

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL n n n = Option
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TNT prices include
2 batteries and
tntrescue.com
Dual Rapid charger
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-

<45mins
90mins

N/A

WWW.

-

13.6kg 1kg Milwaukee
30 lb 2.2lb 5Ah M28M18

13.3kg 1kg Milwaukee
29.3lb 2.2lb 5Ah M28M18

NOTES

n n 4 -

BK31/270G-13,6
1H-2G-3G-4H-5G
A6 B7 C6 D7 E7 F3

N/A

n
n
n
n

PULL (T)
CUT CLASSES
CUT (T)
SPREAD (T) FORCE
LENGTH
HT/ EN CLASSIFICATION FORCE
WIDTH
FORCE
DISTANCE
w/TIPS
DEPTH EN CUT CAPACITY OPENING
DISTANCE (T)SQUEEZE
NFPA CLASS
ROUND BAR
FORCE

BATTERY
DURATION
RECHARGE
TIME

n
n
n

SCORPE

BATTERY HYDRAULIC TOOLS

www.rescuemagazines.com

BATTERY
Ah
OPTIONS

COST

COMPANY

ORIGIN

MODEL
SERIES
VOLTAGE

TOOLS IN RANGE

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE
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REMOVABLE TIPS

MARKET GUIDE

*Smart has mobile

-

n 4 n

connectivity and
spec may vary
68 because it released

weber.com

after we printed

n 4 n

68

* Smart series
has mobile
connectivity. All
E-Force tools can
covert to hose

weber.com

* Smart series
has mobile
connectivity

weber.com

* Smart series

includes a new
combi model
68 SPS480 the largest

weber.com

in the combi range
* Smart series
has mobile
connectivity

weber.com

N/A = info Not Available/not given
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POWER ASCENDERS 
FOR PROFESSIONALS.
ActSafe Power Ascenders are an ingenious combination of
a high-capacity rope winch in a compact, lightweight and
user-friendly design. They simply redefine the possibilities
for working in vertical environments.
skylotec.com

ActSafe RCX
• developed for effortless and
efficient rescue operations
• enables transport of loads
or persons in hard-to-reach
areas
• 0-24 m/minute at 250 kg,
IP67 standard
• remote control up to 150 m

Guying
system

ROPE RESCUE

www.rescuemagazines.com

part8

PULLEY SYSTEMS
PULLEY SYSTEMS that
KEEP THINGS FROM
MOVING..Guying Systems
PIRATE'S

A YOUNG PERSON'S GUIDE TO....

by

Reed Thorne

Ropes that Rescue AZ, USA

“PRE-TENSIONED GUYS” PULLEY
SYSTEMS: Useful as an integral part of our

rescue/rigging plan.

This stunning RTR 2014 training photograph of a two rope offset operation at famous “Hanging Rock” in the Blue Mountains of
New South Wales, Australia certainly speaks to the amount of rigging skill which must be present in the practitioners putting
something this ambitious together. Every aspect of this mammoth operation had to be engineered and rigged to a successful
completion. The final day 7 of just such a program is when we try and do something “epic” in Hawaiian Shirts. This operation was
one hard to top. The critical element which is circled in the photo is the all-important guying system for the single gin pole high
directional at the brink of Hanging Rock. Without it, this evolution would have been much more difficult if not impossible.
36
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In Parts 1 through 6, we dissected the actual pulley systems
that have pulleys in them. You know….those round sheave
devices (the better ones having a swivel on top) which reduce
friction when used in class 1, class 2 and class 3 variations.
These variations can be used as simple, compound and complex
systems. Those systems used invariably as friction reduction
items to help us in the task of getting the patient to definitive
medical care. Friction therefore is our enemy if using them for
a raising operation. In contrast, if lowering, friction becomes
our friend (see part 1). Then, in Part 7 we introduced pulley
systems without pulleys in the form of pre-tensioned back ties.
There would be much more effort needed at the input of the
system to overcome all the inherent friction whilst rope is being
directed somewhat sharply around bare carabiners, yes? What
would be the point of doing this, one might ask? Pulley systems
without pulleys is the subject of Part 7 and Part 8 of this series.
It is perhaps one of the most important things we use these
systems for. They will therefore be an integral component of
your engineering for a rope operation.
ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE

Guying of power transmission structures is common. Notice the four guy cables
(arrowed) on this monopole “banjo” 500,000 volt structure in Montana. Guy angle
is very important to the structures stability since it has such a small footprint.
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ENFORCER
Take the guesswork out of your rigging
with the lightweight and compact
load cell designed for use in both
training and the real world.
Monitor and record forces up to
20kN. Rated to 36kN MBS.
For detailed information, visit
www.rockexotica.com/enforcer

ABOVE: Guying is a term borrowed from (predominately) the power delivery trades. Guying of power or utility poles is essential for keeping the lights on.
The term is widely used in many different fields and here it is used to hold a sideways A-Frame during rescue training in Alberta, Canada.
BELOW: An improvised wood frame bipod Sideways A-frame is being used by the United States Border Patrol with side guying to hold the frame rigid for
operations into a deep canyon during special training with Ropes That Rescue.

[NB: It is strongly recommended that the reader go back to
Part 7 of this AYPGTPS for the introductory information on nonworking pulley systems BECAUSE it is so important to Part 8.]

MONITOR
WIRELESSLY
VIA BLUETOOTH
The Enforcer iPhone
iOS app* lets you
monitor forces in your
rigging remotely in
real-time, and
download for later
analysis.

GUY DEFINITION:

Guying consists of braces or cables (ropes) fastened to the
pole to strengthen it and keep it in position. Guys are used
wherever an applied force tends to pull the pole out of its
normal position. Guys therefore counteract the unbalanced
forces imposed on a pole. A guy-wire, guy-line, guy-rope, or
stay, also called simply a guy, is a tensioned element designed
to add stability to a free-standing structure. They are used
commonly for ship masts, radio masts, wind turbines, utility
poles, and tents.

Weighs just 14oz.
(397 gm) with
batteries!

*App sold separately
For use with 4S or newer

PRE-TENSIONED GUY DEFINITION:

A tensioning system consisting of pre-tensioned,
non-working pulley systems which hold a constructed frame
(or pole) in place.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE
PRE-TENSIONED GUY: Gt

A NEW REVOLUTION OF PULLEY

So the very useful pre-tensioned guys (we
will refer to as “Gt”or “G sub t”) is used
for all types of framing using an artificial
high directional whether of wood or metal
construction. As an example, it is the core
element in many sophisticated rope access
jobs where a high frame is required to do
work over the edge either for rope access
personal or for handling of materials. There
can be several Gt holding one or more
frames. These frames are used at (or back
from) the edge mainly and provide a good
high point from which to do rope rescue or
rope work.

Above: The use of a standard A-frame for a steep angle litter evacuation using a front and rear passive
pre-tensioned guy. As is customary, a single piece of small cordelette is used to construct these two
tensioning guys and the “dogs” are seen at the anchors and not at the frame.

Cold-forged swivel eye is textile friendly
& accommodates up to three carabiners

Swinging sideplate allows for
midline rope attachment

The guy, Gt, is usually constructed in the
form of a simple 3:1w/cd (exactly like the
pre-tensioned back tie) but many variations
exist which depend on manpower to do the
tensioning. Again, it is imperative that the
reader refer to Part 7 for exactly HOW this
is accomplished.

Triple-action lock combines security
with industry leading ergonomics

GUYING OF VARIOUS TYPES OF
CONSTRUCTED FRAMES:

Above: A monopod (called a gin pole) constructed from the Arizona Vortex being used in Alberta,
Canada on Lake Abrahams for a steep angle litter evacuation on extremely treacherous and rocky
terrain. This is referred to as “delta passive guying” of a gin pole.
Another AZ Vortex gin pole used on a special bracket on the side of the
Salt Lake City (Utah) USAR truck for an over-the-side steep angle litter
evacuation. Note the top guying only has two guys back to the top of
the truck. This is an exception to the rule of three minimum guys and
requires special training and special skillsets.
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Guying a frame depends on how many legs
it has. [NOTE: guy angle is VERY important
to stability of a frame as well but this is not
an article on that aspect of artificial high
directionals and their proper placement]
• TRIPODS: Generally speaking, a tripod
(using 3 legs) does not require any guying
at all but they are sometimes added for
stability especially if doing offsets or
highlines through them. On the whole,
a tripod is stable like a three-sided stool.
Think of a child first learning to ride a
tricycle because they are inherently more
stable and easier to master than a bicycle.
• BIPODS: A bipod has two legs and can be
arranged generally in two ways:
• A-frames;
• Sideways A-frames
(or, in-line A-frames)
Examples of both are shown on the
previous page. They require a minimum
of 2 guys in order to be stable. The child
has now happily graduated to a good old
fashioned bicycle.
• MONOPODS: A monopod requires a
minimum of 3 guys. Those can be arranged
in a 120˚ angle to gain maximum stability.
If using 4 guys, then use 90˚ as a rule.
Monopod without proper guying are very
unstable. Think of a unicycle!
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

Symmetrical body streamlines
rigging with prusiks

To create our new Apex Swivel Pulley, we combined 54
years of design and manufacturing knowledge with an
uncompromising program of innovation, prototyping and
user feedback.
The result is unmatched security and deceptively simple
operation. This robust, American-made pulley will give
you the confidence to complete your operation, no matter how complex the challenge.

HAND BUILT IN THE NORTHWEST

SPECIFICATIONS

APEX 1.5 Single Swivel Pulley
Model #:
NFPA165120
Material:
Aluminum, Stainless Steel
Finish:
Anodized, Blue/Grey
Dimensions:
5.8” x 2.9”
Weight:
10.8oz (306g)
MBS:
38kN
WLL:
9.4kN
Rope size:
up to 13mm
Sheave Major Diameter:
2.0”
Sheave Tread Diameter:
1.5”
*NFPA-G Certified

SEATTLE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION | 6930 SALASHAN PARKWAY, FERNDALE, WASHINGTON 98248
1-800-426-6251 | WWW.SMCGEAR.COM

ROPE RESCUE
LUFFING A-FRAME – VERTICAL
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LUFFING
A-FRAME HORIZONTAL

ABOVE: An “active luffing” A-frame high above a river in Kagawa Prefecture, Japan using active pulley systems to extend out laterally 3 meters to do a litter scoop
on a rope access worker on the bridges stabilizing cable

PASSIVE AND ACTIVE GUYING:

Guying can be two types using both non-working and working
pulley systems: [NOTE: guy angle is VERY important to stability
of a frame as well but this is not an article on that aspect of
artificial high directionals and their proper placement]
• PASSIVE GUYING: Passive guying refers to a frame being
held in place and kept from moving by non-working pulley
systems pulled to tension and secured. No movement after
operation begins.
• ACTIVE GUYING: Active guying is where the frame is actively
moved (“luffed) with a load hanging on it by a working pulley
system after the operation has begun.
As we discussed earlier in Part 7, if we are using a pulley system
to hold something and keep it from moving as in “passive
guying”, then simple multiple ropes and carabiners can be
used since the friction in essence helps us accomplish this task.
If we are actually moving a frame as in “active guying”, then
reducing the friction to do this may be called for. This is a highly
advanced skill which must be firmly understood and practiced
before attempting it in the field with live loads.

LEFT : An “active luffing” gin pole into a large elevator shaft using two equal
and bilateral AZTEK kits. This technique is used for multiple passengers in a
large elevator that need to be evacuated vertically to an open door above. The
gin pole allows the passengers to be brought up in the center of the shaft one
by one and then the gin pole is brought into the threshold where the person can
be offloaded.
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ABOVE: A monopod “outrigger” using the Arizona Vortex to improve acceptable
guy angles on a sideways A-frame (top) at Progressive Field baseball stadium in
Cleveland, Ohio. Multiple AZTEKs were used for this project.

OTHER USES FOR PRE-TENSIONED GUYS:

Guys are needed on other parts of your engineered rope
system as well. They dovetail nicely with multi-frame projects
(as seen here) and also for using outriggers to improve guy
angle and stability. In essence, guys are absolutely essential for
your artificial high directional frames.
A small jigger (a pre-constructed, small, light weight, efficient
pulley system in a bag) is also useful for securing the frames
you erect. On the next page is a photo of Seattle Fire
Department training high above Puget Sound on its port
cranes and there are no less than 9 AZTEKs used. These small
kits with the ability to switch between several MA’s are so
vital to the system if we are to proceed beyond the mundane.
If everyone on a rope rescue team carries them on their hip
or leg, then there are plenty to construct the kinds of ancillary
rigging seen in these photos.

ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE
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Seattle Fire Department RESCUE 1 using two
frames (gin pole and A-frame) to accomplish a
difficult skate block operation with Reed Thorne’s
son, Keith, in the litter as “victim”. Multiple AZTEKs
were used for this project (nine altogether).
BELOW: A multi-frame evolution involving a tracking line litter evacuation from the canyon bottom on the downstream face of Watson Lake Dam at Prescott’s
Granite Dells in northern Arizona. The Arizona Vortex in the foreground is leaning over Watson Lake at the spillway where the litter will be brought and dropped into
a waiting inflatable rescue boat from Prescott Fire. Note the number and quality of the guying systems for the frames. This is also day 7 hence the Hawaiian Shirts.
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THE ART OF CLEAN RIGGING:

With multiple guys in play, it is tempting
to get lazy and use separate ropes for this
purpose, or, as is many times the case, each
end of the same rope are used, leaving a
huge chunk of unused rope in between. This
means more rope has to be carried whereas
a smarter approach is to use every foot of the
same rope for multiple back-ties. Once again,
this requires discipline to know how to make
this happen. Many of the photos shown
display just such a discipline which makes for
the best use of guying rope but also the best
photograph.

CONCLUSION:

The “guy” for your frame of whatever kind
is extremely important. Come to think of
it, EVERYTHING in rope rescue and this
discipline is very important. That is why it is
referred to as “technical rescue”. Nothing in
this article can suffice as a means of tackling
some of the more aggressive setups shown
without elaborate and comprehensive
training. All the photos are from Ropes That
Rescue training and it is comprehensive.
This is an article merely on pulley systems
and how as just one aspect of our total
knowledge, they become essential to our
understanding of just how to implement
them. Guying is just one small aspect of that,
however a very crucial one at that. Holding
a frame, whether tripod, bipod or monopod
and keeping it from moving is an absolutely
essential element of your engineered rope
system whether rope rescue or rope access.
You should become a master of the guying
if you are using an artificial high directional
of any kind.

TR
MAIN PIIC: A veritable guying extravaganza in
Deception Gulch near the historic copper mining
town of Jerome, Arizona. This extremely long legged
sideways A-frame had to have a mid leg stabilizer
installed at the mid point to eliminate the bending
“moment”. It is guyed securely in place with multiple
guying systems. Since the frame was out on a rock
prominence, it required lateral guys where a good
guy angle could not be found. To correct this, a frame
“outrigger” was employed and guyed into position.
Two full Arizona Vortex kits were required to put this
evolution together. All photos are from the author and
Ropes That Rescue Ltd. training workshops.
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Tech HTP 11 mm
& SYNC 11 mm
Tech HTP rope is suited for the harshest conditions
where heat and abrasion resistance are critical.
Technora® sheath’s 900+ degree high melting point
protects against accidental heat exposure, as well
as cutting and abrasion, while the low-elongation
polyester core offers a smooth feel to
minimize bounce and stretch.
The SYNC hydrophobic high tenacity polyester
sheath and low-elongation nylon core offer a
balanced construction for increased strength with a
smooth feel, ideal for raising and lowering systems.
UL certified to NFPA 1983 General Use,
this offers fire departments and rescue technicians
the opportunity to lighten their rescue systems
while staying G-rated compliant.
Tech HTP
Available in two tracer colors.
Sheath/Core: Technora/Polyester

Our products
allow you to
focus on the
task at hand.
Visit your local rope retailer or
SterlingRope.com for more product info.

MBS (lbs): 8,090
MBS (kN): 36.0
Elongation @ 300lbs (%): 1.5
Weight (g/M):95
NFPA 1983 Rating: Technical

SNYC
Available in four colors
Sheath/Core: Polyester/Nylon
MBS (lbs): 9,014
MBS (kN): 40.1
Elongation @ 300lbs (%): 4.3
Weight (lbs/100’): 5.9
NFPA 1983 Rating: General

DIVE
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ANATOMY of a
SEARCH
LINE
A Guide for Dive Rescuers
by Mark

Phillips

Mark is a veteran Police Diver with the Dallas Police
Dept in Texas and editor of PSDiver.com a free
E-Newsletter Magazine for water professionals.

I

I place diver safety above all else – especially when diving in
zero visibility. The search line IS the diver’s security and the
path back to the surface. Far too many PSDivers have died and
the reports read – “it took hours to find the lost diver”. Why?
Why could they not find him? If he was tethered, he is at the
end of the rope!
In my opinion, whether it be training or a mission call, zero
visibility requires the diver to be tethered.
There are different schools of thought about HOW the diver
is tethered. Some insist that the diver be fitted with a quickrelease device so he can free himself. Depending on visibility
I can live with that. BUT in zero visibility environments, I want
the diver fixed to the end of the search line. If he decides he
needs to get off the line and go rogue, he can cut it with one of
the many cutting devices he carries. Otherwise, in zero visibility
I ALWAYS want to find my diver ON THE LINE!

The hand loop needs to be tied at a point far away enough
from the diver's FARTHEST side (relative to the tender) to
allow the diver to change directions and use the same hand
loop without compromising the search line. There will be
some slight slack underneath the diver when the diver turns
but it is easily managed.

Once our target is located, we communicate with the shore and
say “Zero Knot on _____”. We hold the knot on our object while
topside personnel moves the search line to whatever stationary
objects they are measuring to. The topside personnel does not
use a tape measure either. They use colored zip ties. Once they
have their distance they insert a zip tie through the search line.
Each “measurement” will utilize a different colored zip tie and
the person documenting the incident will identify each of the
ties. Something like “green zip tie to large pine tree”. “Red zip
tie to the large concrete block on the east edge of the dock“.
Actual measuring can be done later when the divers are secure
and out of the water. All that is necessary is to measure from
Zero Knot to the zip ties and record the measured distance.
In extreme cases, if necessary, the search line WITH the
colored zip ties can be submitted with your documentation as
additional evidence.
Your methodology of documentation and measurements are on
the search line.

TAG LINES / CONTINGENCY LINES

One of the great advantages of securing the tether line to the
diver is the ability to use a TAG LINE, or contingency line/strap.
Pic Below: Each diver carries a tagline securely stored in a BCD
or drysuit pocket. They must be easily and readily available to
the diver.
The line must be attached at a point on a harness or BCD
that will take the abuse and should NOT be attached to
plastic loops.
To be efficient, we give the diver a hand loop to hold on to.

Instead of carrying long and cumbersome tape measuring
devices to the diver to measure and document the recovery,
we use ZERO KNOT.
I prefer to make the Zero Knot the knot of the hand loop. It is
convenient and does not require the diver to do anything other
than touching his hand loop in zero visibility.

The method may change depending on what equipment you have
available. In the photos I am using as examples, we used what was
sourced locally from our hardware store. While it is not the best
option, it will work but locking carabineers are a better choice.
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The tension felt on the tether line gives the diver a direct path
to safety and allows for proper orientation relative to the
tender onshore.

The knot where the hand loop is tied will stay fixed throughout
the dive and will not change. Once fitted to the first diver, the
divers following usually can and will use the same loop. Because
the knot stays in place, we can use it as an additional tool. We
call it ZERO KNOT. In the picture below shows the Hand Loop
with the attachment point on the far side of the diver relative
to the tender.

n its most basic form, the humble search line does not
have to be complicated. We use it to secure our diver's
safety more than anything but helping to guide a diver does
come in handy.

DIVE
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The photo above shows varying lengths of the line secured to
a snap or clip at each end. Again, we used what was able to
be locally sourced at the hardware store. Locking carabiners
or similar devices would be a better option. Clips with larger
openings were used to tag in and the clips with smaller
openings were used to attach to the BCD. Larger openings will
go over potential knots in the line.
Each diver carries one in a pocket and one end is secured to
another spot on their BCD.
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WHERE THEY ARE and have a direct path to them if necessary.
The tag line can be used in a variety of ways but its most
satisfying use is the ability for the diver to release the hand loop
and use both hands when necessary. All that is required is for
the diver to clip the free end of his tag line (carried in a BCD
pocket) to his hand loop or onto the search line.

STOPPER KNOT

If you are working a vehicle underwater you can use the
snap/clip that is attached to the diver to attach the search line
to the vehicle.

The tender pulls slack out and says “I’ve got him but he
is signalling a problem”. You have read this article and
immediately you tag in and attach yourself to the search line.
Not knowing what the issue is your reaction is to reach the
primary diver as fast as possible.

To do this the diver FIRST attaches his tag line TO the hand loop.
This step ensures he cannot come off the line. Once the line
is attached to the hand loop the tether line can be moved and
secured to the vehicle – wrap it around a bumper for example.
Once secured, the diver will hold the search line and move his
tag line clip to the search line. At NO TIME should we ever have
a diver off the line. (Once we attach a line to a vehicle in this
manner, that line stays on the vehicle until it is out of the water.
The line gives us direct access to the vehicle if necessary.)

TAGGING IN PAIRS

Now imagine you are the backup diver and you have been
sitting patiently half in the water waiting for your turn to dive.
The tender says “something is not right” and starts pulling
in slack. You go on instant alert and look for all the gear you
gathered near you.

You pull your mask down tag on and put your hand over your
tag clip while holding the search line loosely in your hand and
off you go. You have a direct path to the primary diver.
But what happens when you reach him? How fast are you
traveling? Your adrenalin is amped up, you are imagining all
sorts of issues you may have to deal with. Zero visibility makes
everything difficult. Before you know it, you just swam full
speed into your primary diver.

The Pulse 8X
A perfect tool to locate
missing objects

JW Fishers Mfg., Inc.
(800)822-4744
info@jwﬁshers.com
jwﬁshers.com

It is possible to utilize two divers on a vehicle if necessary.

These lines become very valuable tools for us. For instance, if
I have a diver in trouble or that diver simply needs something
from shore I can deploy a backup diver immediately to the
primary diver and do it with the backup secured on the
ORIGINAL search line. This keeps us from having multiple lines
on the water and does not require an additional line tender.

Once a search line has been attached to a vehicle, longer
tag lines can easily be made that will allow two divers to
each tag in on the search line and move together down the
line to investigate each side of the vehicle. A 10 to 12 feet
long line means each diver can assess one side of the vehicle
and NEITHER is ever offline. More importantly, either diver
can locate the other in zero visibility by finding their clip
and following the tag line. With a little practice tug/pull
communication with the surface can also be achieved with
this system.
Make sure the opening on your device can go over any knot
that may be on your search line.

The backup diver will simply “Tag In’ with his tag line and
will use the search line as a guide that leads directly to the
primary diver.

Pic Above: TROTLINES – I submit this photo for no other reason
than to put into your mind's eye what could happen if...
If he was caught up in a trotline and had hooks surrounding him
you just made the problem much, much worse. For the record,
barbed wire is a bitch too.
To prevent this from happening, use those SAME zip ties and
thread 6 or more through the SAME SPOT on your search line
about 6 feet BEFORE ZERO KNOT on your search line. This is a
STOPPER and gives a backup diver the ability to know when to
slow down before crashing into the primary diver. This example
is using zip ties threaded through the search line. Because they
are hard but flexible, the diver can easily feel them and all
connectors should pass over them.

It is possible that the line is tangled and becomes a more
challenging problem to deal with but BOTH the primary diver
and the backup divers are secured to the search line. WE KNOW

Pic Above: Ensure your connector devices can freely move over
any potential knots in the search line.
Pic Left: TAGGING IN – If you use this system, make sure the clip
or attachment device that you use to connect to the search has
an opening large enough to go over any potential knots in the
line and can easily go past the Stopper Knot.
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LINE SIGNALS

I've written in the past about line signals and do not intend
to do it again here. But, HOW those line signals are given and
received is important.
The most common method of line control by a tender is a
relatively straight arm with a hard grip on the search line. I see
this all the time. When the tender wants to signal the diver he
pulls in on the rope – either a sharp, short pull or a pull that
has the tender bend at the elbow. The problem with this is
movement is transferred to the diver.

Above: Common hand position for a tender

The tender has a straight arm position and to signal must either
pull the line toward him or lift his arm. Either way, this causes
movement in the diver.
If the tender has kept a taught line, there is a direct connection
to the diver and by pulling the line we move the diver. In most
instances, it is not a great deal but if you are searching for
something small, that bit of movement can easily cause you to
miss an object. Then consider the trotline scenario – if the diver
is hung up and the tender pulls the search line aggressively ….
That is going to hurt.
I propose an alternate hand position that is comfortable, easy
to adapt, and maintains signal contact with the diver.

Above: Try This: Make a fist and grasp the search line letting the
line run close to parallel with your knuckles.

Instead of letting the search line run through your hand,
grasp the search line with your fist, with the heel of your
hand pointing away from your body. Let the search line run
through your fist with the search line close to parallel with your
knuckles. This position allows the tender to monitor the diver,
send signals and do all that is necessary without pulling the
diver off the search.
Using this method, to signal the diver, the tender has to but
rock his hand, thumb up, towards his body. As always a taught
line is necessary to send signals down or up a line. The amount
of pull on the diver is not enough to move him but is more than
enough to send signals.
I sincerely hope you find this article helpful. Let us know what
you think. Email Mark@PSDiver.com. Dive safe and remember –
we always want to talk with you, not talk about you.
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Above: Sharply rotate your hand towards your body. To send a
signal using this technique requires minimal movement of the
search line.
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EXTRICATION
Note that where an LGV has impacted the rear of another
– and especially where the flatbed end of the front LGV has
penetrated the cab of the rearmost one, pinning the legs of its
driver – then rearwards relocation (by a recovery truck) under
medical supervision will enable the space creation necessary
to release the entrapped driver. However, as with all examples
where two vehicles are in impact-generated contact with each
other, it is essential to evaluate how both vehicles will move
in relation to each other, the casualty and rescuers – should
relocation be undertaken – before a decision is made to do it.

First a straightforward winch pull to the rear was selected – and
this is often sufficient in its own right (pic 2, below):

RELOCATING
CARS
with Occupants trapped INSIDE
by

Rich Denham &
Nick Appleton

MEMO: NOT with a Forklift

TRm Extrication Editors:

Veteran London Firefighters and instructors, Rich
is now consulting and training in Europe and Latin
America and Nick is a lead instructor at Babcock PLC
under contract to London Fire Brigade

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Vehicle relocation can be seen as enabling rapid space creation,
either through moving an upright vehicle from a situation
of restricted access to one where this is fully available, or by
placing the car in a horizontal plane from another posture – in
both cases subsequent space creation activities become safer
and quicker for both the casualty and their rescuers.
This article will relate to relocating cars in the three main
postures found – upright, on their sides and on their roofs.
This article will relate to relocating cars in the three main
postures found – upright, on their sides and on their roofs.
But why we consider this? Whilst rescuers today have a full
spectrum of vehicle space creation options, where a car has
come to rest in a constricted space – against or around an
object that is immovable (permanent structure) or is so for the
purpose of the rescue (under an LGV/Big Rig trailer), then with
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But in another car-based example, perhaps where access to
the side of a car which has come to rest against a structure is
required – then progressive spreading of front and rear wheel
hubs against the structure can create initial space and then
this gap can be exploited by a ram. Also note that the tools
are resting on a low block tower for stability and to facilitate
better control – (pic sequence below). This space could also be
achieved by winching the car from its far side, if sufficient space
and a realistic anchor point existed there.

an appropriately trained crew, vehicle relocation is a very viable
solution. Relocation will either increase safety and/or reduce
the extrication time.
Looking purely at creating the necessary minimum safe access,
if this process can be rapidly improved to the benefit of the
casualty’s actual and suspected injuries and also the manual
handling postures of the rescuers, then vehicle relocation must
be considered.

However in this instance it caused a movement in the LGV –
which was partially lifted on the casualty side – so the crew
adapted and also set up a separate lateral chain pull using
spreaders (pic 3, below):

EXAMPLES OF VEHICLE RELOCATION

All of the options below assume that your own organization’s
protocols and procedures regarding safety, stabilization, etc
have been implemented and note that these will always take
priority, whatever might be suggested below:

I.

CAR UPRIGHT

If we look at car upright first – although in principle this could
just as well be an LGV, although it would likely have a greater
equipment resource requirement – we have the options to pull
and sometimes to push.
As these rather grainy screen grabs show from the SKY
Television series ‘Real Rescues’ (Sep 2008), when a car driver
and their car were trapped under an LGV trailer and wedged
tight in against the rear wheels, here a double relocation
proved necessary (pic 1).
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

Once this manoeuvre had achieved sufficient clearance
from the rear wheels and the underside of the LGV, the
rearwards winching was resumed and the casualty was
subsequently extricated with 360o access, conventionally
over the rear of the car.
ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE

Incidentally, if the Police have
mobilised a Recovery/Tow
truck and it is on scene or enroute and it carries Gojaks (pic
overleaf) – sort of roller-skates
for car wheels, even flat ones
– if the crashed car is on a road
surface, then the option exists to
safe and smoothly relocate the
car to a more suitable area.
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However, under medical supervision, a car on its roof
could be mechanically moved in this posture using one
or a combination of the methods illustrated above, to an
area of greater space and access and so facilitate a safer
and more rapid extrication in this way.
Alternatively there may be no other option but to
relocate into an upright posture – say in the admittedly
unlikely circumstance of the energy transmission of
the impact that caused it to roll over, also causing limb
entrapment in the process. However relocating a car
in this extreme circumstance would likely require the
internal stressing of the vehicle to prevent it sagging on
righting and so further injuring the casualty.
Above: Car trolleys are perfect for moving a vehicle into a better
orientation for rescue – eg. away from a wall or obstruction, an often
overlooked method of creating better access. The Go Jack system is
readily available for around $400/£€500 depending on load capability
(the higher 782kg version is recommended to cover all eventualities).

II.

CAR ON ITS SIDE

In the previous issue we looked at taking a car on its side –
perhaps where we have a suspended bariatric casualty who
would more safely be extricated in a horizontal plane – and
righting it onto all four wheels, using a winch. However as in the
above examples, we could use a combination of spreaders and
rams to also achieve lateral relocation.

C ONCLUSION

Then long-arm rams were used to maximise space (pic above).

III.

CAR ON ITS ROOF

To rotate a Car on its Roof through a side laying posture and
then onto an upright position would likely involve excessive
casualty movement, making their existing injuries worse and so
would not be feasible.

 iven the current level of understanding of casualty
G
injury patterns and related stabilization and also the
relocation equipment options available, an experienced
and practiced fire crew – working under medical
supervision – can today offer the realistic option to
relocate a vehicle with entrapped casualty, if that process
makes for a safer and quicker extrication of the casualty.

In the training exercise in the picture on the left, the roof of a
car on its side is flat against the side of a coach.
As the car has a small footprint on the road surface and a high
centre of gravity, struts are first placed to create a more stable
broader footprint (pic above). Note that in this picture the use
of metal sheets was experimented to with to reduce the friction
of the strut footplate on the road surface, to allow smoother
vehicle movement.

RAPTOR® RESCUE
Developed with the input of special
operations medics, EMTs and fire
professionals familiar with standard
medical shears, the Raptor Rescue
was crafted with just the right balance
of multi-purpose features for medicalspecific ops without an overkill of tools
to complicate sometimes life-threatening
situations.

Here a spreader was first use to exploit the narrow gap
between the car rood and the side of the coach (pic below).

www.leatherman.co.uk
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a very tough rubber
and neoprene (later
Hyperlon) outer fabric,
reinforced internally
with a fabric mesh
and held flat, rather
than ballooning into a
ball, by judicious use of retaining string or cords connecting the
top to the bottom -similar to mattress springs, this construction
they called 'drop-stitch'. The result is a very tough, virtually
puncture-proof (but we'll call it puncture-resistant) mat a
few inches thick that can be transported in a back-pack-sized
package and inflated in minutes on-scene using compressed air
or in dozens of minutes using a hand or foot pump.
Having the option of both is most useful to ensure
that you are not wholly reliant
on a properly charged
compressed air
cylinder

PONTOONS
& PATHS

images
not to scale

well as 'passive' platforms but they are primarily intended
for rescue in moving water, be it a broad flood or
complex swiftwater.

T

his two-part GUIDE to
inflatable platforms
is divided into what
we will call 'passive' and 'dynamic' products. The next issue will
be 'dynamic' inflatables which are open-backed sleds designed
to be powered or paddle driven through water or they can be
pushed, towed or 'punted' over ice/mud/sand in order to reach
a person in difficulties. Such craft have an inflatable gunwale
or side-walls and an open back that allows easier ingress into
or egress out of the water. These are 'wet' craft and not to be
confused with inflatable boats which are designed to keep
the occupants dry-ish. Inflatable sleds and open backed-rafts
require the occupants to be full kitted for potential water entry.
Sleds can duplicate some of the work of the paths in this GUIDE
and we have included some flat 'stretcher' sleds that function
60

This issue's GUIDE concerns the more passive platforms
which are mobile platforms that can be pushed, pulled
or leapfrogged into position on water, ice, mud or sand in
order to access and extract a person or animal in difficulties.
Other than one or two that have a raised 'lip' these platforms
are flat mats which can be walkways across water and unstable
surfaces and/or work platforms from which to perform the
rescue. Some of these models are not the same flat surface
on the bottom s they are on the top – some have a catamaran
style base. We haven't included inflatable stretchers unless they
are flat top and can be used as an impromptu work platform or
access method over water and unstable surfaces. The WRS Evac
is an interesting oddity because it's a box-like stretcher but the
sides fold down to create a flat platform.

that
hasn't
been
quietly
leaking
air all
the way
to the
incident.

One amazing feature of
this class of rescue products
is that manufacturing hasn't
strayed much outside of the UK and there don't appear to be
any made in North America, certainly not that we have found
as a bona-fide rescue product. MFC are still the granddaddy
of inflatables though they have some younger competitors to
contend with these days so the UK still produces most models
of inflatable platforms – from the original MFC to WRS (Water

The general inflatable design we see now, originated with MFC
in Wales who started in rescue with lifejackets and liferaft in
1959 and went on to invent the pneumatic air bag in 1971. The
technology for both airbags and inflatable platforms is quite
similar so the 'Rescue Path' was born in the 80's. This featured
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Rescue Systems) and SIT Ltd (Specialist Inflatable Technology)
and latterly Northern Diver as well as the other Brit,
Checkmate Flexible Engineering. WRS have
actually now relocated to Belgium as
WRS International. We then
saw Savatech in Slovakia
(although they are now
hard to find and may have
been discontinued under
Trelleborg) and VETTER in
Germany expanding into inflatable paths
because they, like MFC, were already producing
pneumatic air bags. In fact VETTER took things a step
further and are the only commercial rescue producer of
high-fall air bags – giant inflatables that can save a person
falling from height. Another company in Slovakia that we
weren't familiar with is Nexis which has a single 5.1m/11' path in
a fetching white with red trim and is almost certainly rebadged
from a Duletai product. We saw a lot of Chinese inflatable
platforms while researching this GUIDE but only Duletai with
their Durainflate series seemed to be aimed at the professional
market and indeed imported into Europe and the US by a number
of reputable companies. We always hesitate to include Chinese
products in our GUIDES, not because they are poor products – we
always say that the Chinese can produce to whatever quality they
are asked including the very best, but because so many products
are counterfeit copies. We can't say that of Duletai because their
range is unlike the others. They have incorporated a double air
chamber where a smaller safety chamber of 30-50% of total
air capacity is surrounded and protected by the main chamber.
Should the main chamber develop a serious leak you still have a
useful degree of floatation. We can't say for sure that this makes
them fit for purpose having not used them but the design,
materials and spec look promising, they even quote a DINcompliant figure for tenacity and cohesion strength of the
fabric and laminate bonding of the top surface and the
sidewall of, respectively: 2600x5000 (+/-150) Newtons
per 5cm, 150x150 (+/-10) Newtons per 5cm & 3000x3000
(+/-200) Newtons per 5cm, 100x100 (+/-10) Newtons per 5cm.
We haven’t seen these kinds of figures quoted by others so
Duletai are obviously keen to be transparent assuming the figures
are accurate.
It's interesting to note that some designs have tried to address
one problem that can occur with a broad, flat surface in
contact with wet mud and sand – suction. It can be difficult
to lift and move these mats so a number of designs have a
catamaran-style base mentioned earlier and shown in this
Checkmate model that lifts the mat clear of the surface to
negate that suction. Being much higher they also afford a little
more protection in water but of course that height can make
loading on board the platform more difficult than mats that
are only a few inches high. WRS took a different approach
and have incorporated a forced curve to their mats
(shown here in the original colourway)
such that it lays flat when there is
weight on it but is curved to
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sit only
on its
longer outer
edges when
empty- genius!

HYPALON VS PVC

Hypalon is a DuPont tradename though, like Hoover, it seems
to have become a more generic term for the tougher, more
UV, abrasion and chemical-resistant material of the two.
Consequently, it's heavier, more expensive and with less
colour options. Hypalon is also more resilient in extreme cold
and heat but as a rough guide both materials can operate in
temperatures from around -25 to +60oC (-13 to 140oF) but
should be stored in cool dark places around 15 degrees give
or take 10 degrees either way and obviously never in direct
sunlight or adjacent any solvents or chemicals. These things
are basically modified lifting air-bags with a drop-stitch
construction where a thread, cord or fabric ties the upper and
lower surfaces together to stop the path becoming a balloon.

FEATURES of INFLATABLE PATHS

All of these rescue-oriented models are
inflated by BA style compressed air cylinders
which suits fire services nicely. Most can
also be inflated by high capacity hand or
foot pumps or even an electric inflation
pump – preferably something that is a step
up from those cigarette lighter lilo inflators
or you'll be there for quite some time.
Compressed Air (CABA) inflation is the preferred
option for speed because it inflates in seconds to
a few minutes rather than several minutes. Most
companies can provide the most compatible pressure reducer
and hoses for your services air cylinders. Over-pressure is not
an issue since they all have a safety valve that will purge air.
Pressures need to be high to provide the rigid surface capable
of taking around 100kg/220lb per square metre of path. In
some cases there is a separate 'dump' or purge valves for rapid
deflation sometimes doubling as the safety valve. A speedy
deflation can also be achieved by using a suction pump on the
inflation point. Once inflated, these things are rock-hard and
tough as old boots but they don't have a limitless capacity for
being squashed – under high load they will deflect and maybe
crease in water but on a harder, more resistant surface
like mud or sand they would either rupture or, in
most cases the safety or over-pressure valve
would save the day and expel air rather than
rupture a seam. Typical load capacities are
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around 100kg per square metre
give or take several kg so with most
paths being about a metre wide
you can gauge their capacity by the
length – a 3m path will take 3 or 4
people or one horse, a 10 metre
might take a dozen people or a
small herd of sheep but good luck keeping any live and frisky
animal on-board. For animal rescue, platforms can be useful
for physically hauling and sliding an animal out of mud or water
but they tend to be used more for the human rescuers to carry
out a rescue around a trapped animal (or human) – frequently
in mud, sometimes sand where the platform either allows easy
access and deployment of air lances to free a mud-entrapment
or can be used as a base for a lifting tripod being careful NOT to
exceed the per square metre or foot load rating.
'LOAD-BEARING' EYES
Virtually all designs have towing or connection eyes, either as
metal rings or webbing eyes on the ends or close to the ends
on the top. These can be used to connect paths together and
create much larger working areas or to tow the paths into
position/ back from a rescue; the UK Coastguard Mud Rescue
Teams have provision for a powered winch to drag their rescue
sled back to dry land after a rescue but this principle can extend
to paths that have strong enough towing eyes. Such attachment
points can also be used as tether points for holding position
in flowing water but NONE are intended as vertical lift eyes

for hoisting with weight on the platform. Only the inflatable
stretchers are properly equipped for hoisting as noted in the
NOTES section of one or two in this list. Some models have
different sizes of D-rings and while there are no figures given it
is likely that the smaller D-Rings are intended to have less load
applied – these are often around the circumference or side
walls with the perimeter cord running through so load is shared
more equally between them than the larger towing/tethering
eyes. One or two, like the Checkmate models have connection
hooks on one end and connecting eyes at the opposite end.
HANDLES
There are carry handles on most models, these are intended
for transport and positioning NOT for lifting stretcher style
though that is possible with one or two of the paths with a
high 'freeboard', the SIT models for example are nearly double
the height of the Vetter paths. Some handles are bespoke,
ergonomic grips while others may simply be the perimeter cord
with a smaller gap between anchor points.
PERIMETER CORD
There is cord or webbing running around the top surface or all
the way around the sides of most paths. This tends to be on
the rectangular models which are long and thin rather than
the smaller square models. Cord is fastened to the top surface
or the sidewalls of the path at intervals and can be used to
aid positioning of the path, for in-water casualties that won't
fit on top to hold onto or to fasten equipment or throwbags

AIRTRACK

INFLATABLE RESCUE PATH
• Catamaran design with twin
sponsons for water, mud and
ice rescues
• Excellent stability
• Lengths from 2 to 15m
• Available in Hypalon or TPU
materials
• Can be customised to your
specific needs
• Manufactured in the UK

W: mfc-international.com
T: +44 (0)1443 433 075
E: sales@mfc-international.com
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N/A

36kg
61.6lb

500kg
1100lb
>100kg
>67.2lb

FLEXIBLE
ENGINEERING

N/A

46kg
101.2lb

1000kg
2200lb
>100kg
>67.2lb

2m Rescue
Walkway

DULETAI

N/A

14kg
30.8lb

800kg

1760lb

5m Rescue
Walkway

DULETAI

N/A

27kg
59.4lb

800kg
1760lb

10m Rescue
Walkway

DULETAI

N/A

55kg
121lb

1300kg
2860lb

15m Rescue
Walkway

DULETAI

N/A

90kg
198lb

3000kg
6600lb

2m Fast Path

IC BRINDLE

£1620
$1688

23kg
50.6lb

250kg
550lb

5m Fast Path

IC BRINDLE

£2736
$3358

35g
77lb

625kg
1375lb

10m Fast Path

IC BRINDLE

£4776
$5865

45kg
99lb

1250kg
2750lb

2m Airtrack
Rescue Path

MFC

$2600

12kg
26.4lb

200kg
440lb

N/A

17kg
37.4lb

300kg
660lb

N/A

22kg
48.4lb

400kg
880lb

520017

520018

520019

520020

WR0011
WRW0011/01

3m Airtrack
Rescue Path
WR0012
WRW0012/01

4m Airtrack
Rescue Path
WR0013
WRW0013/01

FLEXIBLE
ENGINEERING

INTERNATIONAL

MFC

INTERNATIONAL

MFC

INTERNATIONAL

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT US$= currency conversion only
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USES/ FEATURES
FEATURES::

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT

TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

COLOUR OPTIONS

CARRY BAG/VALISE

REPAIR KIT / POCKETS

MANUAL/POWER PUMP

AIR
CAPACITY
INFLATION
TIME

MAX
WORKING
PRESSURE

*840 L
29.7cuft
2-3mins

0.55 BAR
8 PSI

Neoprene coated
n 10 n
n 3 n
nylon
n 10 4 n

n n n

* approximate figures checkmateflex.com

*1700 L
60cuft
3-4mins

0.55 BAR
8 PSI

Neoprene coated
n 10 n
n 3 n
nylon
n 10 4 n

n n n

* approximate figures checkmateflex.com

*3500 L
123.6cuft
8-9mins

0.55 BAR
8 PSI

Neoprene coated
n 10 n
n 3 n
nylon
n 10 4 n

n n n

* approximate figures checkmateflex.com

800 L
28.25cuft
>40sec

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

PVC coated
Polyester.
n 2
EVA foam upper

-

n 20 - n n n n n
0 0 n n n
n

durainflate.com

1600 L
56.5cuft
>1min

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

PVC coated
Polyester.
n 2
EVA foam upper

-

n 20 - n n n n n
0 0 n n n
n

durainflate.com

3200 L
113cuft
>4mins

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

PVC coated
Polyester.
n 2
EVA foam upper

-

n 24 - n n n n n
6 0 n n n
n

durainflate.com

5570 L
196.7cuft
>6mins

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

PVC coated
Polyester.
n 2
EVA foam upper

- n 30 - n n
- 10 0 n n n

n
n

durainflate.com

*840 L
29.7cuft
-

0.55 BAR
8 PSI

PVC

n
n 3 n
n 0

n n n
n n n
n n n

* approximate figures

icbrindle.com

*1700 L
60cuft
-

0.55 BAR
8 PSI

PVC

n
n 3 n
n 0

n n n
n n n
n n n

* approximate figures

icbrindle.com

*3500 L
123.6cuft
-

0.55 BAR
8 PSI

PVC

n
n 3 n
n 0

n n n
n n n
n n n

* approximate figures

icbrindle.com

640 L
22.6cuft
1min

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Hypalon
Neoprene/TPU

n 8 - n 2 n n
n 3 n
n
n 0 4 n n n

comes with throwline
with rubber quoit

mfc-international.com

960 L
33.9 L
2-3mins

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Hypalon
Neoprene/TPU

n 8 - n 2 n n
n 3 n
n
n 0 4 n n n

comes with throwline
with rubber quoit

mfc-international.com

1280 L
45.2cuft
3mins

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Hypalon
Neoprene/TPU

n 8 - n 2 n n
n 3 n
n
n 0 4 n n n

comes with throwline
with rubber quoit

mfc-international.com

IDEAL

MATERIALS:

REFLECTIVE

CHECKMATE

200kg
440lb
>100kg
>67.2lb

SAFETY / DUMP VALVE

10m Rescue
Walkway

250 x 140 x 25cm
98.4 x 55 x 10"
170 x 50 x 30cm
67 x 19.7 x 13.7"
500 x 140 x 25cm
197 x 55 x 10"
170 x 50 x 35cm
67 x 19.7 x 13.7"
1000 x 140 x 25cm
254 x 55 x 10"
170 x 50 x 40cm
67 x 19.7 x 15.7"
200 x 137 x 20cm
78.7 x 53.9 x 8"
82 x 35 x 45cm
32.2 x 13.7 x 17.7"
500 x 137 x 20cm
197 x 53.9 x 8"
<115 x 35 x 45cm
<45.2 x 13.8 x 17.7"
1000 x 137 x 20cm
254 x 53.9 x 8"
115 x 35 x 45cm
45.2 x 13.8 x 17.7"
1500x137x20cm
590 x 53.9 x 8"
180 x 100 x 85cm
70.8 x 40 x 33.4"
200 x 130 x 30cm
78.7 x 51 x 12"
170 x 50 x 30cm
67 x 19.7 x 13.7"
500 x 130 x 30cm
197 x 51 x 12"
170 x 50 x 35cm
67 x 19.7 x 13.7"
1000 x 130 x 30cm
393 x 51 x 12"
170 x 50 x 40cm
67 x 19.7 x 15.7"
200 x 137 x 25cm
78.7 x 54 x 9.8"
82 x 48 x 24cm
32.3 x 18.9 x 9.5"
300 x 137x25cm
118 x 54 x 9.8"
87 x 48 x 28cm
34.3 x 18.9 x 11"
400 x 137 x 25cm
157.5 x 54 x 9.8"
87 x 48 x 32cm
34.3 x 18.9 x 12.6"

24kg
52.8lb

TOW / CONNECT EYES

CHECKMATE

PACKED

HANDLES / GRAB CORD

5m Rescue
Walkway

L x Wx H/D

Kg/Square Metre
lb/Square Foot

N/A

FLEXIBLE
ENGINEERING

DIMENSIONS

INFLATABLE PONTOONS/PATHS
REGULATOR / HOSE

CHECKMATE

WEIGHT

LOAD
CAPACITY

www.rescuemagazines.com

INFLATION CHAMBERS

2.5m Rescue
Walkway

COST

COMPANY

inc tax / VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

UPPER SURFACE GRIP

MARKET GUIDE

n n

NOTES

WWW.

n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given INFLATION TIME:
TIME: Hand Pump/ Compressed Air
ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE
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WR0014
WRW0014/01

10m Airtrack
Rescue Path

INTERNATIONAL

MFC

WR0015
WRW0015/01

INTERNATIONAL

15m Airtrack
Rescue Path

MFC

WR0016
WRW0016/01

INTERNATIONAL

5m Animal
Rescue Path

MFC

WR0195
WRW0195

INTERNATIONAL

10m Animal
Rescue Path

MFC

WR0197
WRW0197

INTERNATIONAL

Inflatable
Stretcher

MFC

$4900

28kg
61.6lb

500kg
1100lb

N/A

55kg
121lb

1000kg

N/A

82kg
180.4lb

2000kg
4400 lb

N/A

15.5kg
34.1 lb

600kg
1320 lb
200kg

N/A

40kg
88lb

1200kg
2640 lb

N/A

7kg
15.4lb
6kg
13.2lb

150kg
330 lb

2200lb

WR0196
WRW0196

INTERNATIONAL

RPH Lifeline

NIXUS

N/A

28.5kg
62.7lb

800kg
1760lb

1m Air Track

NORTHERN
DIVER

£177
$218

5kg
11lb

60kg
132lb

2m Air Track

NORTHERN
DIVER

£369
$453

10.5kg
23.1lb

120kg
264lb

5m Air Track

NORTHERN
DIVER

£1310
$1608

35.5kg
78.1lb

420kg
924lb

8m Air Track

NORTHERN
DIVER

£1662
$2041

46kg
101.2lb

672kg
1478lb

10m Air Track

NORTHERN
DIVER

£1916
$2352

41kg
90.2lb

840kg
1848lb

2m Walkway

NORTHERN
DIVER

£956
$1174

300kg
660lb

250kg
550lb

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT US$= currency conversion only
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USES/ FEATURES
FEATURES::

3200 �
113cuft
6-7mins

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

1500 x 137 x 25cm
590 x 54 x 9.8"
N/A

4800 L
169cuft
8-10mins

500 x 134 x 6.7cm
197 x 53 x 2.6"
66 x 34 x 25cm
26 x 13.4 x 9.8"
1000 x134 x 6.7cm
39.4 x 5.3 x 2.6"
70 x 45 x 30cm
27.6 x 17.7 x 12"
204 x 66 x 6.7cm
80.3 x 26 x 2.6"
35 x 35 x 18cm
13.8 x 13.8 x 7"
510 x 137 x 16cm
200 x 54 x 6.3"
<115 x 35 x 45cm
<45.2 x 13.8 x 17.7"
100 x 100 x 8cm
39 x 39 x 3.15"
110 x 35 x 10cm
43.3 x 35 x 4cm
200 x 100 x 8cm
39 x 3.15"
110 x 35 x 15cm
43.3 x 13.8 x 6"
500 x 100 x 8cm
19.7 x 39 x 3.15"
140 x 35 x 30cm
55 x 13.8 x 12"
800 x100 x 8cm
315 x 39 x 3.15"
140 x 35 x 35cm
55 x 13.8 x 13.8"
1000x100 x 8cm
394 x 39 x 3.15"
140 x 35 x 38cm
55 x 13.8 x 13.8"
200 x120 x 30cm
79 x 47.2 x 12"
<140 x 50 x 35cm
<55 x 19.7 x 13.8"

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT

TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

IDEAL

COLOUR OPTIONS

Hypalon
Neoprene/TPU

CARRY BAG/VALISE

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

REPAIR KIT / POCKETS

1600 L
56.5cuft
3-4mins

MANUAL/POWER PUMP

500x137x25cm
197 x 54 x 9.8"
87 x 48 x 35cm
34.2 x 19 x 13.8"
1000 x 137 x 25cm
394 x 54 x 9.8"
89 x 73 x 50cm
35 x 28.7 x 19.7"

NOTES

WWW.

n 8 n n 2 n n
n 3 n
n
n 0 4 n n n

comes with throwline
with rubber quoit

mfc-international.com

Hypalon
Neoprene/TPU

n 12 n n 2
n 3 n
n n n
n 0 4 n n n

comes with throwline
with rubber quoit

mfc-international.com

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Hypalon
Neoprene/TPU

n 16 n n 2
n 3 n
n n n
n 0 4 n n n

comes with throwline
with rubber quoit

mfc-international.com

455 �
16cuft
30sec

0.2 BAR
3 Psi

Hypalon
n n 0 n n - NO n
NO 1
Neoprene/TPU
n 6 0 n n n

version in
n Hypalon
Yellow/Black, TPU
n version in Orange/black

mfc-international.com

910 �
32.1cuft
2mins

0.2 BAR
3 Psi

Hypalon
n n 0 n n - NO n
NO 1
Neoprene/TPU
n 6 0 n n n

version in
n Hypalon
Yellow/Black, TPU
n version in Orange/black

mfc-international.com

100 �
3.5cuft
30secs

0.2 BAR
3 Psi

Hypalon
n NO 0 n n - NO n
NO 1
Neoprene/TPU
n 6 0 n n n

n

mfc-international.com

1600 L
56.5cuft
2min

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

PVC coated
Polyester.
n 2
EVA foam upper

80 L
2.8cuft
23secs

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

n
n n n - n - n
n 1 n 2 n
n
n n n n
n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

160 L
5.6cuft
54secs

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

n
n n n - n - n
n 1 n 2 n
n
n n n n
n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

560 L
19.8cuft
3.1mins

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

4 n
n - n
n
n
n 1 n n
n
4
n
n
n
n
n
n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

896 L
31.6cuft
5mins

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

n
n
4n - n - n
n 1 n n
n
4 n n n n n
n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

1120 L
39.6cuft
6.2mins

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

4 n
n - n
n
n
n 1 n n
n
4
n
n
n
n
n
n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

360 L
12.7cuft
2mins*

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

4 - n - n
n
n 3 n n
n n
4 12 n n n n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

-

REFLECTIVE

PACKED

SAFETY / DUMP VALVE

MATERIALS:

TOW / CONNECT EYES

MAX
WORKING
PRESSURE

L x Wx H/D

HANDLES / GRAB CORD

Kg/Square Metre
lb/Square Foot

AIR
CAPACITY
INFLATION
TIME

DIMENSIONS

INFLATABLE PONTOONS/PATHS
REGULATOR / HOSE

MFC

WEIGHT

LOAD
CAPACITY

www.rescuemagazines.com

INFLATION CHAMBERS

5m AirtrackRescue Path

COST

COMPANY

inc tax / VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

TOP SURFACE GRIP

MARKET GUIDE

n 20 - n n n n
n
0 0 n n n n

nixus2protect.com

n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given INFLATION TIME:
TIME: Hand Pump/ Compressed Air
ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE
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COLOUR OPTIONS

CARRY BAG/VALISE

REPAIR KIT / POCKETS

MANUAL/POWER PUMP

SAFETY / DUMP VALVE

TOW / CONNECT EYES

MATERIALS:

HANDLES / GRAB CORD

PACKED

MAX
WORKING
PRESSURE

DIMENSIONS

REGULATOR / HOSE

Kg/Square Metre
lb/Square Foot

L x Wx H/D

AIR
CAPACITY
INFLATION
TIME

LOAD
CAPACITY

INFLATABLE PONTOONS/PATHS
INFLATION CHAMBERS

COST

www.rescuemagazines.com

WWW.

4 - n n
n n n
n 3 n n
4 12 n n n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

4 - n n
n n n
n 3 n n
4 12 n n n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

4 - n n
n n n
n 3 n n
4 12 n n n

*Inflation time calculated
at 50 pump strokes per
minute

ndiver-rescue.com

310 L
11cuft
<1min

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

n n 5 - n n n n
n 1 n 11
14 n n n

Primarily a sled so
comes with twin-blade
paddle

ndiver-rescue.com

500 x 165 x x15cm
197 x 65 x 6"
N/A

1860 L
66cuft
1min

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

2000kg
2205lb
200kg
440lb

1000 x 165 x 15cm
394 x 65 x 6"
N/A

3720 L
131cuft
1.4mins

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

N/A

100kg
220lb

3000kg
4409lb
200kg
440lb

1500 x 165 x 15cm
590 x 65 x 6"
N/A

5570 L
197cuft
10+mins

0.5 BAR
7.3 Psi

SIT Ltd

N/A

15kg
33lb

350kg
770lb

300 x 145 x 15cm
118 x 57 x 4"
70 x 40 x 40cm
27.5 x 15.7 x 15.7"

650 L
23cuft
>2min

SIT Ltd

$6397
€6074

25kg
55lb

650kg
1430lb

500 x 145 x 15cm
197 x 57 x 4"
70 x 44 x 40cm
27.5 x 17.3 x 15.7"

ResQ Path
10000

SIT Ltd

$8718
€8278

45kg
99lb

6m Walkway

VETTER

N/A

COMPANY

3m Walkway

NORTHERN
DIVER

£1318
$1618

35kg
77lb

450kg
990lb

300 x 120 x 30cm
118 x 47.2 x 12"
<140 x 50 x 35cm
<55 x 19.7 x 13.8"

540 L
19cuft
3mins*

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

Double Walled
Fabric
PVC

5m Walkway

NORTHERN
DIVER

£2084
$2559

42kg
92.4lb

750kg
1650lb

500 x 120 x 30cm
197 x 47.2 x 12"
140 x 50 x 35cm
<55 x 19.7 x 13.8"

900 L
31.8cuft
5mins*

0.7 BAR
10 Psi

10m Walkway

NORTHERN
DIVER

£3873
$4755

85kg
187lb

1500kg
3300lb

1000 x 120 x 30cm
394 x 47.2 x 12"
140 x 60 x 40cm

1800 L
63.6cuft
10mins*

RR2

NORTHERN
DIVER

£970
$1191

23.7kg
52.1lb

300kg
660lb

300 x 100 x 15cm
118 x 39 x 4"
110 x 60 x 28cm
43.3 x 23.6 x 11”

5m
Rescue Walkway

SAVATECH
(TRELLEBORG)

N/A

34kg
74.8lb

1000kg
2200lb
200kg
440lb

10m
Rescue Walkway

SAVATECH
(TRELLEBORG)

N/A

66kg

15m
Rescue Walkway
ATP15

SAVATECH
(TRELLEBORG)

ResQ Path
3000
ResQ Path
5000

ATP10

SIT38050

SIT38050

SIT38050

1530008502

10m Walkway
1530008602

15m Walkway
1530008702

VETTER
VETTER

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT US$= currency conversion only

N/A

N/A

REFLECTIVE

NOTES

WEIGHT

MODEL

ATP5

68

inc tax / VAT

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

TOP SURFACE GRIP

MARKET GUIDE

n

n n 14
1
n * 0

n n n n n
n n n

May be discontinued
*Perimeter cord
trelleborgslovenija.com
provides the carrying
handles

n

n n 24
1
n * 0

n n n n n
n n n

May be discontinued
*Perimeter cord
trelleborgslovenija.com
provides the carrying
handles

Hypalon

n

n n 34
1
n * 0

n n n n n
n n n

0.5 BAR
7.25 psi

Hypalon

n
n n 4* n n
n 1 n 4*
n n n
4* n n
n

1080 L
38.1cuft
>2mins

0.5 BAR
7.25 psi

Hypalon

n
n n 4* n n
n n
n 1 n 6*
n
4* n n
n

1200kg
2640lb

1000 x 145 x 15cm
394 x 57 x 4"
70 x 70 x 70cm
27.5 x 27.5 x 27.5"

2160 L
76.3cuft
>4mins

0.5 BAR
7.25 psi

Hypalon

25kg
77.2lb

800kg
1760lb
95kg

600 x 140 x 10cm
236 x 55 x 4"
165 x 35 x 25cm
65 x 14 x 10"

1321 L
47cuft
2.9mins

0.5 BAR
7.25 psi

PVC

4 n - n
n* 1 n n
n n n
6 4 n n -

* Grip provides by
strips at intervals along
the top

vetter.de

57.5kg
126.8lb

1330kg
2926lb
95kg

1000 x 140 x 10cm
394 x 55 x4"
165 x 45 x 30cm
65 x 14 x 10"

2196 L
78cuft
4.9mins

0.5 BAR
7.25 psi

PVC

4 n - n
n* 1 n n
n n n
8 4 n n -

* Grip provides by
strips at intervals along
the top

vetter.de

81.5kg
179.7lb

1995kg
4390lb
95kg

1500 x 140 x 10cm
590 x 55 x 4"
165 x 60 x 45cm
65 x 14 x 10"

3360 L
119cuft
7.4mins

0.5 BAR
7.25 psi

PVC

n n 4 n - n* 1 n 10
n n n
4 n n -

* Grip provides by
strips at intervals along
the top

vetter.de

145.2lb

USES/ FEATURES
FEATURES::

2255lb

2255lb

2255lb

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT

TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 81

IDEAL

Hypalon

Hypalon

n

n n 4*
1
n 10* 4*

n
n n
n n n
n
n
n

May be discontinued
*Perimeter cord
trelleborgslovenija.com
provides the carrying
handles
Updated range will
not now include the
original 2m version.
sitltd.co.uk
*All fitments subject
to change due to series
redesign/update
*All fitments subject
to change due to series
sitltd.co.uk
update
*All fitments
subject change due
to series update

sitltd.co.uk

n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given INFLATION TIME:
TIME: Hand Pump/ Compressed Air
ISSUE 81 TECHNICALRESCUE
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PVC

NO

1

n NO n
n n n

$3046
€2682

13.3kg
29.3lb

390kg
858lb

300 x 140 x 15cm
118 x 55 x 6"

650 L
23cuft
1-2mins

0.7 BAR

TPU

NO

1

n n 8
n 4 -

WRS

$3696
€3253

23kg
50.6lb

650kg
1430lb

500 x 140 x 15cm
197 x 55 x 6"

1000 L
32.5cuft
>2mins

0.7 BAR

TPU

NO 1

WRS

$2073
€2682

8.5kg
18.7lb

160kg
352lb

300 x 140 x 15cm
118 x 55 x 6"

350 L
12.4cuft
1min

0.7 BAR

TPU

NO

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT US$= currency conversion only

USES/ FEATURES
FEATURES::

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT

IDEAL

11 psi

11 psi

11 psi

1

-

CARRY BAG/VALISE

INTERNATIONAL

-

REFLECTIVE

COST

WRS

11 psi

-

COLOUR OPTIONS

0.7 BAR

INTERNATIONAL

MATERIALS:

REPAIR KIT / POCKETS

450 L
15.9cuft
<1min

MAX
WORKING
PRESSURE

MANUAL/POWER PUMP

200 x 100 x 15cm
79 x 39 x 6"

$2667
€2667

DIMENSIONS

SAFETY / DUMP VALVE

INFLATION CHAMBERS

220kg
484lb

WRS

Evac Sled

TOW / CONNECT EYES

TOP SURFACE GRIP

7.4kg
16.3lb

2m Rescue
Pathway

WEIGHT

LOAD
CAPACITY

REGULATOR / HOSE

PACKED

inc tax / VAT

Kg/Square Metre
lb/Square Foot

COMPANY

5m Rescue
Pathway

INFLATABLE PONTOONS/PATHS

L x Wx H/D

MODEL

3m Rescue
Pathway

www.rescuemagazines.com
AIR
CAPACITY
INFLATION
TIME

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

HANDLES / GRAB CORD

MARKET GUIDE

n

n n

wrsinternational.com

n

n n

wrsinternational.com

n n 12 - - n
n 4 - n n n

n n

wrsinternational.com

n NO n 6 -

n n n
-

-

-

n n n

-

-

-

n n n

n

n n

WWW.

NOTES

Folds flat to create
a platform for easy
loading

wrsinternational.com

n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given INFLATION TIME:
TIME: Hand Pump/ Compressed Air

WRS WATER
RESCUE BOOT

BABY RESCUE BAG

The WRS Water Rescue Boot is designed to
give the user both confidence and protection
in this difficult environment.

Designed for rescue transportation of the children
with a height 40-110 cm, max. weight 25 kg

• Synthetic leather and
Neoprene upper
• Nitrile rubber sole for
added grip on wet smooth
surfaces
• Multi directional tread
pattern for slippery terrain
• Boa Lace System for a
secure and quick fit.
• Fibreglass safety toe cap.

Anti-perforation midsole
Drainage holes
Oil resistant sole
Bright colour for under
water identification
• Reflective detail on tongue
• Certified: EN ISO 20345:
2011 S1P SRC
• Sizes 36- 48

CONTACT

Size: 80x45x35 cm

Krommebeekstraat 44
8930 Menen, Belgium
+32 56 21 38 62
contact@wrsinternational.com
www.wrsinternational.com

Weight: 3300 g

www.singingrock.com
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MARKET GUIDE
NON-SLIP TOP SURFACE
A slick rubber surface is something of a liability for anyone
stood on it or trying to walk across it so most have some
form of extra grip – this can be a textured or dimpled surface
across its entirety like EVA foam or it may be a series of ribs.
Most use a tactile surface like this NDiver model which is
noticeably matt and grippy in appearance but some have a
surface that is not immediately distinct from a non-textured
surface yet still flat and grippy. There are times when a tactile
surface is more of hindrance than a help – trying to slide a
trapped animal onto the platform for instance and when
it comes to cleaning/decontamination but on the whole –
greater traction is more useful to rescuers.
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as an animal rescue platform. It's
still a great and probably more
cost-effective, general option for
mud/ice/sand rescue but with
less frills and a slicker surface.
In the image below, the sheer
scale of effort required to rescue
a cow from mud can be seen,
plus the necessity for a slick
surface in sliding the cow out.
Here it's all hands to the pump
in Hampshire, UK as the Animal
Rescue Team, Water Rescue
Team, local fire crew, the Oic,
farmer and vet all get involved.
The slick surface, as distinct from
the now more common tactile
surface, enables rescuers to
drag the animal out and is made
easier in dry weather with liberal
application of a bucket of water.
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etc. anywhere along the path's length and ensure you don't
lose anything during the rescue mêlée. On longer models this
can add a kilo to the weight as it tends to be 7 to 10 mm in
diameter for easier grasping.
MFC's Animal Rescue Path seems to be the original Rescue Path
that we used to deploy for just about everything from mud and
ice to quicksand and even trench rescue but is now re-purposed

IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES..............

Any use, feature, accessory or component that is inherent in
the product is shown as a solid coloured square nnnn
If it's an option it is shown as an outline square nnnn
A circle l in the 'USE' columns indicates that this feature is only
partially present and/or is OK for that purpose but not ideal.
ORIGIN: The 'manufacturer's country, not necessarily the
country of manufacture indicated by an inset flag.
COST: a rough guide only – includes local taxes/VAT. Varies with
exchange rates, extra taxes etc. Like our other GUIDE in this
issue, hardly anyone is prepared to give a price, WRS, Northern
Diver and IC Brindle have no problem passing on prices so you
can get a rough idea from these of the cost of similar sized
paths from other manufacturers. We usually round up to the
nearest Pound£/US Dollar$/Euro€. We have started to quote a
US$figure in orange which is simply a currency conversion to
give an idea of price, it is not the selling price in the US which
may have import duties etc to add.
LOAD CAPACITY: Most companies will quote a maximum figure
which is much lower than its true capabilities – the Animal
path in the picture above for instance is quoted as having a
max load of 200kg but that cow looks a little heavier than
that! If you work on 100kg per square feet or 67.2 pounds per
square foot.
DIMENSIONS: Length by width by depth/height from ground.
The stored dimensions may be the bag rather than the rolled
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or folded platform but close enough.
AIR CAPACITY: The volume of air needed to fill the path to
working pressure. This doesn't necessarily correlate to the
dimensions (which are external measurements) and vary
with different thicknesses of material, resistance, internal
components etc.
MAX WORKING PRESSURE: the pressure at which the path is
pumped up and workable, exceeding of which will purge via
the safety valve.
INFLATION TIME: Mostly via compressed air which is two or
three times quicker than an electric pump which, in turn may
be twice as fast as hand or foot inflation. All of these times are
approximate and depend on the temperature and how well the
path has been unpacked/unrolled. One or two of the figures
given here seem mightily optimistic.
TOW/CONNECT EYES: metal D-rings and/or web straps and
sometime hooks. This can be tricky because some components
can easily do the job of both but generally speaking the
connecting eyes can be weaker than towing eyes but neither is
designed to hold a loaded path in suspension.
SAFETY/DUMP VALVE: The safety valve or purge valve allows
excess air to vent as a result of over-inflation or an excessive
compressive load. Dump valve refers to the ability to empty air
quickly or even to actively suck air out with a pump.
COLOUR: Primary colour of shell/frame with an outline
secondary colour to indicate trim colour.
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• Easy to deploy off riverbanks, piers, bridges
• Self-righting technology for strong currents
• Battery powered, jet boat
• Fast and durable, 40 km/h
• Line of sight technology
• Navigation Lights for Night Missions

For UK: info@emilyrobotuk.co.uk
For US: info@hydronalix.com
Proud Corporate Sponsor of the UK Firefighters Sailing Challenge (UKFSC)
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PETZL
RESCUE SOLUTIONS
The challenge of the rescue professional is their ability to adapt, facing the unexpected in
every situation. In order to always be prepared, this American team trains on a daily basis,
for example here, in a ravine near Salt Lake City, Utah, USA.

MAESTRO® L

Descender for technical rescue with built-in
progress capture pulley, facilitates manipulation of
heavy loads, and may be used as a primary system
or as a back-up belay. www.petzl.com

